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The theory of two -dimel s ional seepage flow s through homogeneous 
porous media has been extensively developed by many i:t;lvestigators tn 
the past~ and analytic solutions Cirre available for a variety of free 
surface as well as confined problems of practical interest. On the other 
hand~ general analytic solutions are' not available to similar free surface 
problems. In fact no analytic ("exact") solution to a free surface 
axially symmetric seepage probleTIl of interest is known even though 
such £lows can be expressed by a two-coordinate system. Many 
important problems, in many phases of engineering and scien.ce dealing 
with seepage £low through porous media, can be defined adequately by 
axisymmetric mathematical models but not by two~dimensional plane 
models. 
The work described in this report has been concerned with 
developing numerical solutions to axisymmetric seepage £lows through 
homogeneQus and nonhomogeneous porous media, The approach which 
is used is to formulate a boundary value problem tn the plane defined by 
the velocity potential and Stokes f stream function for th~ coordinates in 
the radial and axial directions, The equations describing the flow in 
this plane are derived~ and methods for solving the resulting nonlinear 
partial differential equations are discussed" In order to verify the 
theory and method of approachc several solutions hq,ve been obtained for 
seepage £lows from a pond to a drained layer through homogeneous and 
11 
nonhomogeneous porous media. The actual solutions to seepage flows 
through nonhomogeneous porous media have been for a linear variation 
in permeability in the axial coordinate direction, i. e. with the depth. 
The general approach is equally adapted for variations in permeability 
specified by a continuous function of the depth9 the stream function j the 
potential function and/or the radial coordinate t and the procedures 
needed to solve such probleIT1s are described. Unfortunately, no exact 
measure of the accuracy of the solutions is known. The solutions are 
believed to be good to at least two digits, which is adequate for most 
engineering purposes. More accurate solutions might be obtained from 
the same FORTRAN programs by using a closer spaced grid network, at 
the co st of additional com.pute r time. 
The methods used are well adapted for obtaining solutions to a 
variety of other axisymmetric free surface flow problems. The 
e ss ential d ifferenc e between othe r solutions and tho se given in this 
report will be in the type and nature of the boundary conditions. 
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Seepage through porous ITledia is iITlportant in ITlany phases of 
engineering and science, The seepage probleITls generally encountered 
in nature have free surfaces} and consist of three-diITlensional flows 
through nonhoITlogeneous porous ITledia, These probleITls cannot be 
solved analytically by a ITlatheITlatical ITlodel which describes the probleITl 
exactly" In fact analytical m_ethods for solving free surface probleITls~ 
which are exeITlplified by the velocity hodograph ITlethod (16, 17, and 7),a 
are restricted to specialized two--diITlensional seepage through hOITlo--
geneous porous ITlediao Since seepage through hOITlogeneous ITledia~ 
obeying Darcy's law (V = k . vh), can be de scribed by the saITle 
ITlatheITlatical equations as potential fluid flows) the ITlethods used in 
the latter field of study are often directly applicable, The solutions 
for axisYITlITletric seepage probleITls through hOITlogeneous porous ITledia J 
which are discussed in this paper, are obtained by the approach 
deve loped in obtaining finite d Ufe rence solutions to axially s YITlITletr ic 
potential flows of jets and cavities (9), FurtherITlore, the techniques 
used to extend two-diITlensional finite difference solutions through 
hOITlogeneous ITledia (11) to solutions through nonhoITlogeneous ITledia (10) 
have been used to obtain solutions to axisYITlITletric flows through non-
hOITlogeneous ITledia, The appropriateness of the theory and ITlethods 
aNuITlerals in parentheses refer to corresponding iteITls in the 
Reference Appendix, 
are demonstrated by obtaining solutions to seepage flows; from 
axisymmetric ponds through homogeneous and nonhomogeneous soils to 
a drained layer at some specified finite depth, The same techniques 
and methods are equally applicable to a variety of other free-surface 
(as well as confined) three -dimensional problems with axial symmetry. 
The basis of the approach is to formulate the problem in a plane 
or space (other than the physical) in which free surfaces have defined 
positions and in which a finite difference solution readily can be obtained. 
One of the conditions along a free surface in steady state flow" namely 
that it is a streamline~ suggests that using Stokes i stream function (22) 
and the total fluid head (an orthogonal system) as the independent 
variables may have advantages c In addition to free surfaces having 
fixed positions in this plane, for many problems~ the flow region is 
rectangular. Several investigators have used this equivalent space 
defined by the two-dimensional stream function and the velocity potential 
for two~dimensional plane flow problems, The general approach is 
described by Thorn and Apelt (21 ),' Stanitz {l9) used the logarithm of 
the velocity and the angle of the direction of flow to design two-
dimensional channels with prescribed velocity distributions along the 
walls, Cassidy (1) used the same independent variables to analyze 
gravity flows over spillwaysc Markland (15) selected the coordinates 
x and y as the dependent variables to analyze gravity flow of an ideal 
fluid at a free overfalL Charmonman (2) applied a formulation for 
2 
the coordinates in the plane of total fluid head and the streaITl function 
to solve the seepage probleITl of fresh water flowing over salt water 
between a canal and a drain .. and Jeppson (12) applied siITlilar ITlethods 
to obtain the solution of seepage through anisotropic or isotropic daITls" 
FurtherITlore" the general approach is capable of handling probleITls of 
seepage through layered porous ITledia (13) when the conditions at an 





For three -dimensional axisymmetric, steady state flow through 
porous media~ Darcy;Y s law gives the velocity components in the radial, 
r, and axia1 1 Z)l directions respectively by 
dh 1 dLfJ 
v = k- = T ~; r dr r (1) 
and 
dh 1 dLfJ 
w = k- - dr cz r (2 ) 
where h is the total fluid head, LfJ is Stokes l stream function and k 
is the coefficient of permeabilityo 
A s previously mentioned? for problems with free surface s pre sent~ 
but with unknown pos itions,> it is convenient to transform the problem 
into a space in which free surface s have defined positions, In steady 
state seepage~ free surfaces are streamlines (L eo ~ = constant surfaces). 
ConsequentlYI as has been pointed out by several investigators, a 
convenient space is that defined by the total fluid head h and Stokes i 
stream function 9 L eo the hLJ; plane, It is convenient to consider the 
coordinate directions rand z as the dependent variables in this planeo 
In other words rand z are to be considered functions of h and ~ 
instead of the more usual formulation in which hand LfJ are considered 
functions of rand Zo The partial differential equations which describe 
the flow in terms of r(h, LfJ) and z(h~ LfJ) can be derived by following the 
rules of transformation of variables (20); that is if h = F(x, y) and 
4; = G(x, yL then x = f(h~ 4;) and y = g(h, Lf;) such that 




dr 1 dh 
dLf; = 
- ~; J 
dZ 1 dLf; 
~h = - dr J 




where the Jacobian J is given by the determinant 
J = 
Substituting Eqso 3d and 3a into Eq, 1 gives 
1 dr 
- r dh 





1£ the same procedure as that used to derive EqsQ 4 and 5 had 







and y coordinates replace rand z), the term llr in both equations 
would not appear (10). Furthermore for the two-dimensional case r, if 
the porous media is homogeneous (isotropic or anisotropic)" a linear 
transformation of either Lj; or h can be used to elim.inate k and 
the equations reduce to the Cauchy-Riem.ann conditions (3)0 It can 
5 
easily be shown in the event of these latte r conditions that in the h4; 
plane lines along which x is a constant iorm an orthogonal set with 
lines along which y is constant (11) JUEl as 1n the physical plane, the 
line s of constant lfJ val ue are orthogona', to the 1 ine s of constant h 
value Eqs. 4 and 5 can be used to sho'N that. for aXisymmetric seepage 
lines of constant r value are not ortho~onal to lines of constant z value 





-- dh dh + ~~ dlfJ - 0 
r 
dr/dh 
= - dr/d~ 
(6a) 
(6 b) 
in which the subscript r is used to denote that r remains constant. 
A long line s of constant z value 
dZ dZ 
dz = ~h dh + dLj; dy; - 0 (7a) 
or 
(~) dz/dh -. dz/dLj; 
z 
(7b) 
From Eqso 4 and 5 thi s la st eq ua tion maybe written as 
[~] = \kr)2 d r /dLj; dr/dh 
z 
It now becomes clear that only for the special case where the permeability 






does the orthogonality condition (d~/dh) = - 1/ (dlj;/dh) apply. For 
r z 
this special variation of permeability free surface axisymmetric seepage 
problems can be solved by identical methods to those used for plane 
seepage problems. 
For all other cases, the partial differential equation which 
describes the variable r(h;, lj;) can be obtained by differentiating Eq" 4 
with respect to hand Eq" 5 with respect to lj;, and combining the 
2 2 
results to eliminate the common term d z/dhdlj; = d z/dlj;dh, The 
equation is 
d 2 r 2 3 dk dr (~t dk dr 2 (crr k 3 r 3 k 3 r2 kr~ -- + k r dLjJ ~~ + r - -- + - k dh = 0 dlj;2 - dh dh dh2 
(9 ) 
For the specialized case in which the porous media is homogeneous 
Eq, 9 can be simplified to 
" (lO) 
after applying the linear transformation <P = kh., 
An equation for z(h, ~) exclusively cannot be obtained as was 
done in Eq, 9 for r(h:; L(.!). Differentiating Eqo 4 with respect to lj; and 
Eq. 5 with respect to h and combining the results gives 
. (11) 
In Eq, 11 all terms involving derivatives of z and r(h" LjJ) appear 
only as modifying coefficients. Eq, 11 can therefore be used to obtain 
the solution for z(h .. 4J) after a solution of r(h, lj;) 1S known, or can be 
solved simultaneously with Eq. 9 
For the special case for homogeneous porous media, Eq, 11 can 
be simplified to 
+ 2 (~;) (~~) = 0 (12 ) 
In order to solve Eqs. 9 and 11 (which describe flow through non-
homogeneous porous rnedia) it is necessary to have the variation of 
permeability described, The following linear model has been investi-
gated for describing the variation in permeability., 
(13 ) 
where k . a and P are any specified constants, The extension of this 
o· 
model to permit a and P to be any specified continuous function of the 
fluid head and Stokes'! stream functions could be done easily by following 
the methods already developed for plane seepage problems (10), Further-
more~ the model could be extended to include a variation of permeability 
with r~ similar to the plane seepage model already investigated" This 
model could be expressed as 
(14 ) 
8 
in which a, P andy might be constants or continuous functions of 
hand Lj.;. It is doubtful that an actual field situation would be encountered 
in which this last model describes the actual variation of permeability. 
The refore it ha s not been inve stigated furthe r. 
Differentiating Eq. 13 with respect to both hand L);, ang 
substituting the results into Eqs. 9 and 11 gives the following equations 
respectively for r(h; Lj.;) and z(h., Lj.;) 
3 3 3 d r 2 2 dr dr 3 3 2 dr 2 ( ( ( 2 ko (Cl+i3z) r dcJ;2 -2ko i3(Cl+i3z)r dh) dcJ;)+ko (Cl+i3z) r dcJ;) 
+k (Cl+i3z)r
d2r
_k (Cl+i3Z)(~hr)2 =0, 
o dh2 0 
(J. 5 ) 
and 
3 .' 3 2 d 2 z. 3, 2 2 (d )2 (d )2 k (a -r- pz) r --2 + k P ~a + pz) r ~. k P ~ 
o dL).; 0 dLf; - 0 dh 
= 0 . . (16) 
Eqs 9 through 12 and 15 and 16 are of the elliptic type as can 
easily be shown from the definition of elliptic equations (4); consequently, 
for a well set problem, boundary condition must be established for all 
boundaries enclosing the region of flow. The nature of these boundary 
conditions will depend upon the problem for which a solution is be ing 
sought. The application which 1S described herein is seepage from an 
axisymmetric pond through both homogeneous and nonhomogeneous 
porous ITledia to a drained layer at any specified finite depth. Since 
this probleITl includes the cOITlITlonly encountered conditions along the 
boundaries, it illustrates how boundary conditions ITlight be handled, 
Boundary conditions- -hoITlogeneous porous ITledia 
Because the pond and region of seepage below the pond are 
sYITlITletric about the vertical centerline, the probleITl can be forITlulated 
and the solution obtained by considering only one-half of any plane 
containing this axis of s YITlITle try . 
The boundary value probleITl for seepage froITl a pond through 
hOITlogeneous porous ITledia is shown in Fig. 1. After expending SOITle 
effort in atteITlpting to obtain a solution by finite difference ITlethods 
for r{CP, 4;) first and subsequently a solution for z(CP, 4;)' it was 
decided to solve both Eq, 10 and Eq. 12 siITlultaneously for r(CP, 4;) 
and z(CP, 4;) by finite-difference ITlethods. The difficulty encountered, 
as described later, was inaccurately evaluating the ITlagnitude of a 
constant in the bounda ry cond ition fo r the free surface. 
Drained layer. The boundary condition for z along the drained 
la ye r is of the Dirichlet type provide d thi s la ye r is horizontal. By 
selecting the origin for the coordinates at the axis of syITlITletry of the 
drained layer the condition becoITles J z = O. Since the streaITllines 
enter the drained layer vertically, the boundary condition for r(CP, 4;) 
can be expressed by dr/dCP = O. A n a 1 t e rna ti v e way for e s ta b 1 ish i ng 
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dz o ./ 
d4; = 
Fig. 1. Formulation of the boundary value problem for axisymmetric 






1 dZ d~ 
r d cP (l 7) 
The subsc ript by the inte gral ind icate s the integration IS to be car ried 
out along an equi-total head line, 
The manner in which this implicit equation for r (r appears on 
both sides of the equation) has been solved by finite differences is 
described later, This latter means of handling the boundary conditions 
has been selected because it provides a check on the accuracy of the 
solution by comparing the value of r at the end of the seepage region 
with the value of r obtained from the condition along the free surface. 
Axis of symmetry. The value of r equals zero along the axis of 
symmetry and since equi~·head lines are horizontal in the physical plane 
at this axis the boundary condition for z is dZ/d4; = o. 
Spe cial co ns ide ration must be given to the solution nea r the axis 
of symmetry;, however, because as the radius r becomes zero, the 
transformations given by Eqs_ 3 are not valid. That the transformations 
fail at the axis of symmetry can be seen by evaluating the Jacobian J 
and noting that it approaches zero as r approaches zero. Consequently 
such derivatives as dr/d4; become discontinuous at the axis, The 
manner in which this line singularity has been handled in the finite 
d iff ere n c e sol uti 0 n is des c rib e d 1 ate r in th e sec t ion 0 n If Fin i te 
Difference s. " 
12 
13 
Pond boundary. Values of z are assigned as a function of Lj; 
along the pond boundary. The boundary values for r are obtained by 
Eq. 17 using the sam.e procedures as followed to determ.ine the r values 
for the drained layer boundary. Using these conditions for the pond 
boundary does not perm.it pond shapes to be specified precisely, rather 
the actual shape of the pond is part of the solution. It would be possible 
to obtain the solution to a problem. for a pond with a prescribed shape 
by using a cycle of solutions as has been done for the plane flow problem. 
(11). However, since an alm.ost unlim.ited variety of specifications for 
shape could be prescribed, the easier above-m.entioned boundary 
conditions for the pond have been used in all solutions obtained to date. 
Free surface. The boundary condition for z along the free 
surface is 
z = CCP = h (18 ) 
where C is an appropriate constant used to transform. h to CPo This 
condition is obtained directly from. the Berm.oulli equation by noting 
the pressure is atm.ospheric and constant. The boundary condition for 
r can be obtained, utilizing the solution for z, by integrating Eq. 4 
along the Lj; = constant line coinciding with the free surface giving 
r = (19) 
As mentioned previously, first attempts at obtaining a solution 
were directed at formulating the boundary value problem for r(h, Lj;) 
separate from that of z(h, Lj;). In this approach the boundary condition 
for r along the free surface can be obtained from Eq. 5. In fact, 
since 'Oz/o(p = C, the condition becomes 
'Or 
r 'OLj; = C (20) 
It seemed feasible to evaluate the constant C by assuming that 
the flow at the drained layer was in the vertical direction. In practice, 
however, the value of C fluctuated during the processes of obtaining 
the finite difference solution, with the subsequent alteration of the 
values of r along the free surface, causing extremely slow con-
vergence, or perhaps even an instability in the solution process which 
grew in strength. 
Boundary conditions- -nonhomogeneous porous media 
Fig. 2 depicts the boundary value problem for axisymmetric 
seepage from a pond through nonhomogeneous porous media whose 
variation in permeability can be described by k = k (0',+ ~z). The 
o 
boundary conditions for this problem are identical to those for the 
homogeneous problem with the exception that h replaces (P and the 
permeability k is included in the equations for the conditions for 
r(h, LjJ) along the drained layer, the pond boundary, and the free 




















3 3 3 0 r 2 2 Or Or 
2 ( 1 ( ) ka (a+t'>z) r ol/J2 - 2 ka t'> (a+t'>z) r Oh ol/J 
3 3 2 Or 0 r Or 
( )
2 2 ( )2 
+ ko (a+ (3z) r oy; + ko (a+ (3z) r Oh2 - ko (a+ (3z) Oh = 0 
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3 3 2 0 z 3 2 2 CJ z oz 2 ()2 (]2 ka (a+t'>z) r Ol/J2+ k a t'>(a+t'>z) r ol/J -kat'> oh 
o z 2 2 oz oz 2 ( 1 ( . + k a (a + t'>z) Oh2 + 2 k a (a + t'>z) oh Ol/J) = 0 
-3-
"'0 













Axis of symmetry .. h 
:;; 7 
04J = 0 
r = 0 
Fig. 2. Formulation of the boundary value problem for axisymmetric seepage from a pond through 





Because of the nonlinear nature of the differential equations and 
boundary conditions, an analytic solution is not possible. The solution 
has, therefore: been obtained by approximating the continuous variables 
of the problem by polynomials in local intervals defined by a grid net-
work., The solution results from simultaneously satisfying the large 
system of equations resulting from this discretization, This general 
approach to obtaining a solution to a boundary value problem is called 
finite differences. Methods for obtaining the solution for linear partial 
differential equations are well known (5, 6). The approach which has 
been used herein is essentially the Gauss-Siedel iterative method of 
successive over-relaxation, modified to satisfy the two nonlinear finite-
difference operators, simultaneously. 
In the Gauss-Siedel method the field of grid points is repeatedly 
s w e pta c r 0 s s ~ un tilt he c ha ng e be tw e en con sec uti v e it era t ion sis Ie s s 
than some pres cribed error parameter. A t each grid po int the value of 
the variable is adjusted to satisfy the equation 
(n+ 1) (n) 
x = x + ( _ (n) (n)) CD x - x (21 ) 
where x represents the value of variable at the grid point in question 
(for the problem discussed herein x represents both rand zL CD is 
the over-relaxation factor: x is the value of the variable which satisfies 
the finite difference operator" and the superscript n refers to the 
iteration number. 
The finite d iffe rence ope ra tor s us ed to solve the pr ob lems have 
been of the five -point type; which approximate the continuous function 
by second -de gree polynomials in each local Inte rval between three 
consecutive grid points- In order to work in a square grid network in 
the entire region of flow; the head coordinate h has been transformed. 
In the equations which have been gIven as being applicable to seepage 
flows through homogeneous porous media~ this transformed coordinate 
is denoted by CPo For those equations applicable to nonhomogeneous 
porous media this transformation has not been denoted in the earlier 
equations. By defining h = k h. 
t a' 
(where k is a representative 
a 
permeability for the region of seepage, and in the FORTRAN program 
is taken equal to the permeability midway between the water surface 
and the drained layerL the preceding equations might be rewritten in 
te rms of the h
t
. By so doing~ k in the se equations would be 
o 
replaced by k /k and h by h 0 The value for k /k would have 
o t 0 a 
a value close to unity" In all subsequent equations the quotient k /k 
o a 
has been denoted by k and h has been denoted by ho 
o t 
Finite difference operators 
The finite difference operator for Eq. 9 can be obtained by 
replacing the derivatives by second order central differences and 
evaluating these in terms of the values of r at the surrounding grid 
points. After collecting coefficients of like powers of the value of r 
at the grid point in question the following fourth degree polynomial 
operator results. 
17 





o 0 0 0 0 0 
I k 





' ro -ko (O,Tf--iZ
O
) (r 1 +r 3 )ro +4(atf--iZ o )(r 1 -r3 =0 
Likewise the operator for Z is obtained froIT1 Eq, 110 
2k 3 p' 3 2 4 I 3 p' 3 2 3 A,2 2] 3 
- f--i r Z + L k 1-' r (z 2 + Z 4) - 6 ko a f--i r 0 Z 
o 0 0 0 0 0 
233 
- 2 k Q, + k a f3 (z - Z ) (z - z )] Z + k a 
o 0 1324 00 
(22 ) 
, (23) 
In both these operators, 22 and 23 (and also subsequent operators), sub-
s er ipts have been used to denote the grid points as follow s: r = r .. , Z = z .. ? 
o 1J 0 1J 
r l =r i+1,f zl=zi+l l f r 2 :::r i ,j+l' zZ=zLj+l' r 3 =r i _1,f z3=zi_l,f 
r - r Z 4 = z. , 1 in w hieh the index i denote s the nUIT1be r of the 4 - LJ'-I' , 1 ~J -
18 
h = constant grid line and J denotes the number of the LjJ = constant 
grid line. Furthermore, the unknowns in these operators are the values 
of the variables at the grid point in question, 1. e. rand z , 
o 0 
The 
values at the other grid points are considered known. 
For axisymmetric seepage through hOITlogeneous porous media, 
















Of the four operators" 22: 23, 24 and 25., only Eqo 25 is explicit 
(24 ) 
(25) 
in te rms of the va ria ble at the grid point in que stion., To evaluate value s 
of the variables at the grid point in question in the other operators, it is 
necessary to use a method capable of solving implicit functions. The 
Newton-·Raphson iterative rnethod has been selected, This iteration is 
referred to as an inner Iteration to distinguish it from the Gauss .. Siedel 
outer iteration used to settle the values of the variables throughout the 
flow field., In case of operator 24, which involves only one unknown} 
the simple Newton-Raphson method may be used~ namely (14) 
(n+1) (n) 
r = r 
o 0 
f( r (n)) 
o 






where the superscript n refers to the iteration nUTIlber and £(r (n'J) 
o 
1S 
the function given by operator 24 The correct value o£ r is obtained 
o 
h h £ ' £i r (n)) 1 w en t e operator unct10n \ equa s zero, 
o 
Since operators 22 and 23 each contain both unknowns rand z , 
o 0 
it bec OTIle s nee e s sary to sol ve the se eq uat ion s s lTIlultane ousl y at eac h 
g rid poi n t d uri n g e a c h s wee p t h r 0 ugh the £1 ow £ i e 1 d by the 0 ute r it era t ion. 
The Newton-Raphson TIlethod (18) for accoTIlplishing this siTIlultaneous 
solution can be expressed as 
d£(Z (n) ) d£(r (n) ) 
0 0 
., 
dz dZ (n+ 1 ) ( n) £(r (n)) r r 0 0 
0 0 0 
= 
(n+ 1 ) \ n) d£(z (nl d£(r (n) £(z (nl ) z z } ) 




where D is the value of the derivative deterTIlinant 
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In the derivatives, Eqs 29 through 32, the superscript n denoting the 
iteration number has been deleted c 
From an examination of the i.inite difference operators it now 
becomes evident that the nonlinear partial differential equations for r 
and z describing the seepage flow in the <P LfJ plane: cannot be solved 
as readily as a linear equation for which thE operators are explicit in 
the unknown Instead of having a single value of the variable which 
satisfies the operator! it is now necessary to consider several possible 
values" It becomes extrelTIely difficult to analyze the multiple roots 
obtainable from the simultaneous solution of operators 22 and 23, In 
the case of operator 24, however) Descartes" rule of signs reveals that 
two positive real roots " + eX1S<. . This conclus ion is reached by not ing that 
r > 0 and 1 therefore! the coefficients of r change sign twice, 
o 
ConsequentlY9 the nurnber of positive real roots cannot exceed two, 
Furthermore!, since there must be one posH ive root. L e, the solution 
being sought? and complex roots must occur in conjugate pairs, exactly 
two positive roots exist at all grid points.. Ideally, the second positive 
root will always be greatly diHerent in :magnitude from the root which 
gives the solution being soughL Since there does not appear to be any 
guarantee of this it is nece.ssary that the values used to initialize the 
field be close enough to the correct solution so that the Newton-Raphson 
iteration always supplies the desired root. Close enough in this context 
generally means within IOta 30 percent of the correct values y and 
prohibits an initialization of all zeroes for example, 
During the process of obtaining one of the finite difference solutions 
for seepage through homogeneous porous medla, a rapid shift in the 
boundary values of r resulted in an Incorrect root that persisted 
throughout the remaining iteration. Eventually~ the field values 
became settled indicating a solution had been achieved. Examination of 
the field values revealed a value of r much smaller than the sur"· 
rounding values (obviously the incorrect root)l with its low value affect 
on values of r at the surrounding grid points, The more usual 
consequence of an incorrect root~ however; is a rapid divergence of the 
flow field: as its influence rapidly spreads" When this occurs, the 
expediency has been to terminate the solution instead of developing the 
logic required to insure that the correct root is always selected" 
Operators for boundary conditions 
Value s for the variable r must be e sta blished along the boundaries 
of the drained layer; the free surface and the pond boundary as part of 
the solution by satisfying appropriate finite difference approximations 
to the boundary condition already described Likewise value for the 
variable z must be determined along the axis of symmetry. 
Axis of symme"!:':'y', Ordinarily an operator for normal derivative 
conditions such as the dz/dlj.t = 0 (the condition for z on the axis of 
symmetry) can readily be obtained by setting the value at the nonexistent 
grid point outside the boundary equal to that of its reflection within the 
flow field (in this cas e z 4 = z2) and us ing the re gular finite difference 
23 
operator. If this procedure were followed in this case} however, 
operator 25 would reduce to z 0::: 5 (z 1 + z3) since r 0 = O. It is 
apparent that this is not acceptable and does not represent the actual 
behavior of the continuous variableso This apparent failure of the finite 
difference approximation is not surprising at the axis of symmetry 
because the transformations to the hy; plane are not valid along this line. 
To overcome the difficulty caused by the line singularity on the 
axis an additional row of grid points has been placed adjacent to the 
axis grid points, spaced one-tenth of the regular spacing away. The 
values of z at these added points is denoted by zc. (the i has been 
1 
deleted in the following equations when the value at the grid point is 
being referred to). Since the condition dz/dY; = 0 is synonymous with 
an axis of symmetry, the derivatives in Eqs. 11 and 12 with respect to 
Lj; were determined by passing a third degree polynomial through the 
values z } Z. 2 and thei.r two image values, The first and second 
c 1, 
derivatives obtained by this procedure are 









Upon substitution of these expressions into Eq., 12 the following finite 
d iffe re nc e ope rator re sults for the cas e of homogeneous porous med ia 






= -~-------------~----- [z -- z 
+. 2. 0202 r 2 C i + 1 c i -1 
c 
2 + ,20202 (z - z 
c i +1 c i _1 
+ 2.0202 . 20202 z. 2 (z _. z ) ] 
1: C i +1 C i _1 
(35) 
The flow is assumed uniform between the aXiS of symmetry and the first 
row of regular grid points 
2 2 
r =.1 r. 2 
C 1, 
(36) 
In the case of seepage through nonhomogeneous porous media, 
(i. e, substituting the derivatives given by Eqs. 33 and 34 in Eq, 16) the 
following operator results. 
r 2 [.040812 k 3 r3 3 _ 2,0202 k 3 r3 3 ] 
c a a 
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For both the hOITlogeneous and nonhoITlogeneous cases the value 
of z on the axis of symmetry are obtained froITl 
1,0101 z 
c 
- .0101 z, 1,2 
(38) 
which also results froITl the third degree polynoITlial approxiITlations 
already ITlentioned, 
FurtherITlore; to iITlprove the approxiITlation of the finite 
difference operator for r which is applied to the first row of grid 
points adjacent to the axis of syITlITletry~ a ITlore realistic function than 
a polynoITlial approxiITlation has been used, Since for vertical uniforITl 
flow 
v 
y; = 2 
2 
r (39) 
describes how L); varies with r, this function was used to approxiITlate 




in Eq. 10 and the usual polynoITlial approxi-
ITlations were used for the derivatives with respect to CPo FroITl Eq. 39, 
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dr 1 
-If ' -1 /2 dLjJ - -- 4J 2 ( 40) 
and 
d 2 r 1 
-If -3/2 -- ::: - LjJ d4; 2 4 (41 ) 
The velocity V can be evaluated by equations given later giving the 








o . (42 ) 
Drained layer and pond boundaries. The evaluation of Eq, 17 for 
deterITlining the boundary values of r can be thought of as a two step 
operation. The first step is the evaluation of the derivative dz/dh and 
the second step is the indicated nUITlerical integration. The derivatives 
have been evaluated at each grid point along these boundaries by 
differentiating the Gregory-Newton forward (or backward) interpolation 
forITlula (14), truncated after third differences. After expressing the 






where b represents the 1 index at the boundary, (For the drained 
layer boundary the subscrlpt b,"l: b-2:, and b-3 must be replaced by 
b+l> b+2,. and b+3 respectlvely and a minus sign placed preceding 
1 / A h. ) 
The integration can be accomplished by integrating a symmetric 
interpolation formula such as that of Bessell's, Upon evaluating the 
re sults in te rms of two pair s of de r ivations on each s ide of the gr id 
over which the integration is to occur" the following equation is obtained 
in place of Eq. 17, 
1 
24 ( 44) 
from which the value of r b ., 1 can be obtained readily upon having the ;J+ 
value rb . 
, J 
The values of r along the drained layer and pond 
boundaries are progressively determined starting at the axis of symmetry 
and working toward the free surfaceo Since the values of the derivatives 
will change until the field is settled! the values of r on those boundaries 
must be continually recomputed during the outer deration. For homo-
geneous porous media the value of k in Eqo 44 becomes unity with A<P 
~ceplacing Ah. 
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Free surface boundary. The finite difference operator for the 
free surface boundary can be expressed by the following equation after 
the derivatives and integral In Eq. 19 have been approximated by the 
methods just described 







(d z) I 
lCh i-l~ 1 24 
(45 ) 
(46 ) 
For values of r at the beginning and end of these three boundaries, 
lower order approximations must be used for the integrations. 
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REPRESENTA TIVE SOL UTIONS 
Several solutions have been obtained for both the case of seepage 
flow through hOITlogeneous as well as nonhoITlogeneous porous ITledia, 
In these solutions different distributions of z as a function of ~) have 
been spec iHed along the pond boundary in order to get various pond 
shapes" Also varying quantities of seepage have been specified, and in 
the case of flow through nonhoITlogeneous media the variation in 
perITleability has been specified by letting CL and (3 vary over reason-
able ranges of values, If approxiITlately thirty h = constant and thirty 
y; = constant grld lines are used in the solution, and the rough approxi-
ITlation which is built into the FOR TRAN prograITl is used to initialize 
the flow field, a solution to axisYITlITletric seepage through hOITlogeneous 
ITledia requires approxiITlately thirty seconds of execution tiITle on a 
Univac 1108, If the saITle nUIT1ber of grid lines are used for the non-
hOITlogeneous case~ and the built .. in initialization is used (which is the 
saITle as that for the hOITlogeneous case) and the variation of perITlea-
bility is specified such that the ratio of its ITlagnitude at the top to 
bottoITl (or bottoITl to top) is between 2 and 3, a solution requires 
approxiITlately one and one·-half to two ITlinutes of execution tiITle on a 
Univac 11080 Appl'oxiITlately the saITle tiITle is required for a solution 
wlth twice this variation in perITleability if the solution froITl the 
preceding variation is used to initialize the field values. 
The solutions are presented in tabular forITl in which the rand 
z coordinates are given at each lntersection of h = constant grid line 
30 
with each l/J ::: constant grId line As such" these solutions are in an 
ideal form for plotting a flownetJ obtaining seepage velocities or 
pressures at any point in the flow field In fact the solution is better 
adapted for these purposes than a comparable solution of hand L/J in 
the physical plane" The £lownet can be dra\;vn by simply connecting the 
plotted rand z coordinates with SITlooth CUl~ves" An expression for 
computing the superficial or seepage velocity~ V" at any point can be 
obtained from Eqs, 3a: 3b. 3c J and 3d by replacing the Jacobian J 
and the derivatives on the right side of the equal signs by their equiva-
lents in terms of the velocity and angle 9 giving the direction of flow. 
The Jacobian can be written as 
v 
r \TV 2 
k k rv 2 2 
r rw rV J T ---





and Eqso 3a;. b) c,) and d become respectively dh = 
k 






r V J 




In these equations e is 
the angle between the velocity vector and the horizontal (10 e, r axis)" 
Upon eliminating the angle~ any of the fonowing three equations (plus 
others) might be used to obtain the velocity_, 









By numerically approximating the derivatives in Eqso 48a, b, or c~ 
the velocity can be obtainedo 
The hydrostahc or pore pressure at any point is given by the 
difference between the y coordinate on the line of seepage for that 
h = constant grid line minus the y coordInate at the point in question: 
all multiplied by the specific weight .. V of the fluid (this assumes the 
velocity head is negligible as it must be for Darcy~s law to be valid)" 
p = ry (y, b ~ yo ,), 
1, 1., J ( 49) 
Furthermore: velocIty and pressure gradients are readily obtained 
by dividing the differences in these quantities by the distances between 
the points of sampling 
The amount of seepage occurring from the pond is established by 
specifying the number of equi-total head lines and streamlines to be 
used in obtaining the solution and for the nonhomogeneous case the 
variation of the permeability. The amount of seepage flow between any 
two cons ecutive streamlines is given by 
32 
AQ _. Q 
. 1 J+ 
(5) ) 
The gradient of the head in the direction of flow can be evaluated 
by noting that the drop in head between any two adjacent equi-total head 
lines is given by 
(51 ) 
where H is the distance between the drained layer and the water surface" 
and (Nh + 1) is the num.ber of h:::: constant grid lines used in the solution, 
The distance A S. in the direction of e:~e stream.line save r which this 
head is dissipated) can be expressed by 
.5 




If Ah/AS is substituted for dh/dS in Eq- 50 and the total seepage 
quantity is replaced by AQ tim.es the number of stream.tubes NS~ the 
total rate of seepage from. the pond m.ay be com.puted by 
~ 2 - rj2] Q kiTH NS r j+ 1 = 
.,5 Nh ( --Vb. r12 + Az 2 --V b.r22 + b.Z22 ) 1 + 
(53 ) 
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For nonhomogeneous porous medIa the permeability k may be taken 
as the average of the values at the four grid points for which LlQ is 
determined 
Sample solutions to problems of axisymmetric seepage through 
homogeneous and also through nonhomogen.eo·IJlS porous media follow, 
These solutions are presented in tabular forrn in which the rand z 
coordinates are given and also in graphIcal form in which the coordinates 
have been plotted giving a £1owneL The se flownets have been obtained 
from a Calcornp plotter which draws essentially straight lines between 
adjacent coordinate s. In ce rtain regions a more plea sing £lownet would 
result by drawing curved lines instead of the straight lineso Extensive 
programming logic and greater plotting time would be required to do 
this on the Calcomp plotter, 
Homogeneous porous media 
Fig. 3 and 'Table 1 contain the soiution fo!' a problem with a 
relatively large depth to diameter ratio for the pond., Every second 
streamline and every second equi-head line;; used in obtaining the 
solution given in Table 1 ~ have been used in plotting the £lownet on Fig ... 3 0 
The shape of the pond shown was obtained by specifying the distribution 
of z =: f(L(;) given in the last row (L €" I ::: 27) of 'Table 1. The 
distance between the drained layer and water surface is equal to the 
final value of z = f(lj;) corresponding to the free surface 4; = constant 
line. The rate of seepage from thi.s pond is Q/k :;: 2 1170 4 ft , 
34 
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1-4------ 5.04 1 d io. ---~ 
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il-e-l'4---------- 12.17 I dio. -----------~. I 
FIGURE 3. 
I 
FLOWNET FOR AXISYMMETRIC SEEPAGE FROM A DEEP POND THROUGH 
HOMOGENEOUS POROUS MEDIA. (SEE TABLE 1 FOR R & Z COORDINATES) 
Table I. Coordinates of Flownets on Fig.3 
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CuhT I"l)l\ll(JI. (Ir CI)OIU:II I\H.S TO nICIiT OF f'!!ECFOHJG OUTPUT 
I~U 1; I'; 19 '(j 21 22 23 24 2':l 26 27 ?8 ;'><1 311 ~1 
IX 4.4~ 4.~o 4.Gq 4."2 4.9~ 5.0P ~.20 ~.3? 5.43 ':l.5~ 5.66 ':>.77 ~.HH 5.<11' ~.n<1 
'((11 .UIl .flO .00 .OU .nn .00 .nn .00 .no .on .O[J .O(l .nn .11" 
"x Q.4 4.010 'I.h<J '1 • .'\,' 4.9'" ..,.nR 'i.20 5.3? ':l.43 ').~~ 5.66 ').77 ".811 ".oil f.('" 
.t,l .(-1 .f 1 .(,1 .61 .61 .61 .61 .61 .61 .61 .f,1 .61 .1>;'> .f;' 
j)( ,.'11 4.~':l /j.I,a 4.1'," 4.95 'i.n7 '1olQ ~.31 ':l.'~3 ':l.,)4 5.6r ').77 ':l.1l7 ',."'1 r.II" 
y 1 ,,;> 1 • ? ;~ 1 .?? 1 • 2 2 1 • 2 ? 1 • 23 1 • ? 3 1 • 23 1 • 23 1 • 23 1 • 23 1 • 25 1 .? ,3 1 • ;.> 'I 
'H " '+ J 4 • ~,It " • 1 \ 4 • I', 1 4 • 9 'I 'J • r, r. 'J • 1 '1 5 • :II ':0 • 4 2 ~ • 'i 4 ':l • 6') ':0 • 76 " • 87 ':l • <1 R n • II< I 
Y 1.1,) 1.13 1.1", 1.03 1.1'4 1.R'. 1.8'1 l.il4 l.fl4 1.114 I.R4 1.1'4 l.P4 1.1\5 1.!'~ 
5X ',.jl 4.~)3 4.,,{ '.I.,~I) 4.'!_~ ':l.Oh ').lR "'.:10 5.42 ~.53 5.64 ,,>.7~ 5.86 "'.'17 (,.117 
,'.If" .'.4'+ 2.'14 ;'.45 2.4') 2.4" 2.4') 2.45 2.4" 2.45 2.46 2.'lh 2.46 ?4h ;'>.4h 
0'<' ',.j(, ' •• '2 '~.b6 '1.7Q 4."2 5.04 1).17 ').2'1 ':0.40 'J.~2 5.03 'i.7'~ ':l.R5 "'.'16 F-.flE' 
Y ,).US j.l,5 j.W, 3.06 j.(IC 3.06 3.06 :1.06 3.07 3.n7 3.rl7 3.[J7 3.07 :I.OP j.n" 
7X 't.<,,, 4.~J '1.(,11 ';.77 4.90 'J.03 5.1') 5.27 ':l.:l0 ':l.':l0 5.62 ~,.73 ">.R4 5.'1'" h.P'" 
".(,t, :~.f1fl l.!; ,j.e7 3.67 "'.(,7 3.67 3.hR 5.611 3.68 3.hH 3.69 3.69 3.69 ~.h'l 
hI. 4.:';-' , •• q>j 'lot,' 1'.7" q.I"~ ':>.nl 5.13 ').25 ':0.37 5.49 5.605.71 ').82 ..,.q,~ h.Il'1 
Y 4.2(, '1.::'7 il.,'7 ',.27 4.?1' 4.211 4.21'1 4.2'1 4.2'1 4.29 4.3(1 4.31) 4.:10 4.,~1 4.j1 
9X ~.3~ 4.46 4.~q 4.73 4.8b 4.Q8 ').11 5.23 ':0.35 5.47 5.':l8 ':o.h9 5.HO ':l.'11 f.U~ 
, •• (i{ 4.1<7 'Iotlf, 1 •• lW 4.RY 4.P9 4.89 4.90 4.90 4.01 4.'11 4.91 4.92 4.92 4.0? 
lUX ".<:" 11.",3 't.", 4.711 4.H3 4. 0 (, :,.08 5.20 ':0.32 5.44 ".,,6 5.67 5.7e 5.11'1 h.111I 
Y ',.'11 Cl.41' ,,,,+1' ~).49 5.49 ':>.50 5.,,0 5.')1 :'.51 5.52 5.52 I).':l3 ').53 ').53 ~.'J4 
11X 4.2~ 4.3'1 4.':l~ 4.66 4.8U 4.92 ').05 5.17 :'.29 5.41 5.,,3 ">.64 "'.7" 'J.R6 ..,.'17 
uolli' L.(7 '1.(,1' 6.09 6010 6.10 6.11 6.12 6.12 6.13 6.13 6.1 1! 6.14 6.15 h.l'" 
l~X 4 •• 1 4.3S 4.~" 4.G2 4.76 '1.R9 5.Ul ').13 ".26 5.37 ').49 ').61 ".72 5.R3 ..,.'14 
\.J.e" (",7 h.I.' ( .. b'1 6.70 fl.71 fl.71 6.72 6.73 6.74 6.74 6.7':l 6.76 6.7h 6.77 
ljX ~ol'l '"j[) 4.1(1, 1(.'iEi 4.71 4.114 4.97 5.09 ".21 5.33 5.45 5.56 ".6R 5.7'1 ':l.'") 
7.~~ 1.26 7.27 7.21l 7.20 7.:10 7.32 7.32 7.33 7.34 7.35 7.36 7.37 7.3R 7.~q 
14X 4.1U 11.2'1 4.31 I,.S? 4.65 4.7H 4.91 ').03 ':l.16 ".28 5.40 5.51 5.63 :,.74 ':l.r~ 
Y I.,,) 7.1'') 7.I,h 7.e'1 1.RQ 7.Cj[\ 7.91 7.9:1 7.94 7.Q5 7.96 7.97 7.91:J 7.9'1 R.OO 
l~X ~.u~ 4.17 ~.jl '1.4.., 4.59 4.71 4.1l4 4.Q7 ':l.09 5.21 5.33 5.4':0 ">.56 5.68 5.7Q 
Y ~.qO E.42 ~.411 A.4fl H.47 8.49 H.Sl A.52 H.54 8.55 8.56 R.5H R.59 R.60 R.~? 
16X J.'J'I 4.(,g '1.23 4.'\(' 4.')0 4.h3 4.7~ 4.P9 5.01 5.13 5.25 5.37 ':l.49 5.60 '1.72 
Y ,:.'1" [,,<1'1 q.G1 9.(lj 9.0,) 9.07 '1.00 9.11 9.13 9.15 9.17 '1.18 9.20 9.22 '1.23 
UX 5.1\43.913 '101? 11.2h 4.4U 4.53 4.66 4.79 4.91 5.n4 5016 5.28 5.40 5.'11 ".h,'3 
"1.51 w.'i4 G.~7 '1.60 9.62 9.f,) '1.68 9.70 9.72 9.75 9.77 '1.79 O.Rl 9.1'3 '1.1',) 
IbX ~.71 j.n5 ~.y~ 4.13 4.27 4.40 4.':>3 4.66 4.79 4.02 5.04 5.16 5.20 5.40 5.">2 
Y 11).114 lU.U8 11J.11 10.15 lOde 10.22 10.?') 10.?f1 10.31 10.34 10.36 10.39 1n.41 10.44 111.46 
19X J.~;" 3./U 3.14 3.9[, 4012 4.25 40311 4.'12 4.6'3 4.77 4.90 5.02 5.15 5.27 'J.30 
Y 1U.~~ lU.':o9 11).1>4 10.6H 10.73 10.77 10.lll 10.e~ 10.RR 10.92 10.9~ 111.99 11.02 11.05 11.0R 
2UX 3.37 3.51 3.b5 3.7~ 3.93 4.06 4.20 4.33 4.47 4.60 4.7:1 4.R5 4.98 ~.11 5.23 
Y 11.02 11.118 11.14 11.2U 11.25 11.31 11.36 11.40 11.45 11.50 11.54 11.58 11.62 11.66 11.F-0 
21X ~.15 j.29 5.43 3.Sb 3.7U 3.84 3.98 4.11 4.25 4.38 4.51 4.65 4.78 4.91 ~.04 
11.41 11.~4 11.ul 11.6A 11.75 11.82 11.88 11.94 12.00 12.06 12.11 12.17 12.22 12.26 12.31 
22X ,e.'lu j.IJj 3.U:' :I.3D 3.43 3.')7 :1.71 3.R4 :I.9R 4.12 4.26 4.40 4.~3 4.67 4.8[1 
11.llb 11.95 12.05 12.13 12.22 12.30 12.38 12.46 12.54 12.61 12.68 12.74 12.81 12.R7 12.Q2 
23X 2.61 2.73 2.86 2.99 5.12 3.25 3.30 3.52 5.66 3.81 3.95 4.09 4.24 4.38 4.~~ 
Y 12.20 12.31 12.42 12.53 12.64 12.74 12.85 12.'15 13.04 13.14 13.22 13.31 13.39 13.47 l:1.S4 
24X 2.31 2.41 2.53 2.64 2.76 2.88 3.01 3.14 3.28 3.42 3.57 3.72 3.88 4.0:1 4.10 
Y 12.4d 12.tO 12.73 12.87 13.00 13.13 13.25 13.38 13.51 13.63 13.74 ,13.85 13.06 14.06 14.15 
2':lX 2.0U 2.09 2.18 2.28 2.38 2.48 2.59 2.71 2.84 2.97 3.12 3.27 3.44 3.61 3.79 
12.66 12.tl2 12.97 13.12 13.27 13.43 13.59 13.74 Ij.9n 14.06 14.21 14.36 14.51 14.64 14.77 
26X 1.72 1.78 1.85 1.92 2.00 2.08 2.16 2.25 2.34 2.45 2.57 2.72 2.89 3.0R 3.3n 
Y 12.82 12.~7 13.14 13.30 13.47 13.64 13.82 14.00 14.19 14.39 14.59 14.80 15.00 15.20 1').38 
27X 1.46 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.66 1.72 1.77 1.81 1.86 1.91 1.98 2.06 2.17 2.32 2.52 
Y 12.90 13.U7 13.24 13.42 13.60 13.78 13.95 14.15 14.36 14.59 14.83 15.09 15.37 15.67 16.00 
31 
Figs. 4 through 6 and the correspondi.ng tables, 2 through 4, give 
addltional salnples of solutions in vvhich the shape of the pond has been 
altered by specifying different values of z ~ 1'(4;) and/or using a 
different number of h:: constant grid lines, In Fi.gs. 4 and 5 every 
second streamline and every second h:><: const'3-nt line has been plotted" 
In Fig" 6, however; every h :-:: constant line has been plotted but every 
second streamline, 
Nonhomogeneous porous media 
Figs. 7 through 10 and Tables 5 through 8 present solutions to 
seepage from ponds in which the permeability has been specified) as 
permitted by Eq, 13 x by specifying different constant values for k , 
o 
a and ~, In Figs. 7 and 8 (and Tables 5 and 6) the permeability has 
been specified to increase from the drained la,yer toward the ponds. 
In these solutions the regiorl of seepage expands toward the drained 
layer more than if the soil were homogeneous because the fluid encounters 
ever increasing resistance as it approaches the drain, In Fig" 7 the 
permeability has been specified to vary according to 
k -" 0,001 (0,76 + 0,03 z) (54 ) 
and in Fig" 8 the permeability varie s as given by 
k .-. 0.001 (0,60 + .05 z) n (55 ) 
Eqs. 54 and 55 give approxi.mately equal permeabl1.ities at a point in the 
soil midway between the pond and drained layer. Consequently:, the total 
38 
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FIGURE 4. FLOWNET FOR AXISYMMETRIC SEEPAGE FROM A POND THROUGH 
HOMOGENEOUS POROUS MEDIA. (SEE TABLE 2 FOR R & Z COORDINATES) 
Table 2. Coordinates of Flownets on Fig.4 









































































































:,), .I"e 1.'n 1.~" 1.')11 2.?1 2.'+1' 2.72 2.C)'1 .3.15 3.~'-, 3.~;I 5.71 ,~.i'H 4.n4 4.1" ".,~" 
.0.4-5 ;>.I.'~ 2.44 ?'Iq 2.44 2.44 2.q4 2.44 2.44 2.'~4 2.'+4 2.44 2.4'1 2.4') 2.'1') 2.Q" 
oX .i1u 1.114 1.c,3 1.90 2.20 2.'~7 2.72 2.q4 3.1') 3.34 3.53 3.70 3.87 4.n3 4.Fl 4.,~4 
Y .J.t'" .I.lIQ -:I.l,4 .I.rJ4 3. f)':: 3.05 3.05 3.05 5.05 3.05 3.0') ,3.06 3.06 .3.01'1 :~.f1"" 1.0h 
7X .C0 1.03 1.~2 1.oil 2.1S 2.41'1 2.71 2.93 .3.14 3.33 .3.52 3.70 3.Hn 4.05 Q.)R ".3,3 
.).,,') 3.t 'J 3.t:~') ,;.b:J ,5.'""J 3.1'15 3.61'1 3.rn 3.6" 3.fi6 3.61' .3.fi6 3.67 l.n7 ,1.r7 '.r7 
/jA .ui 1.(,1 1.~)') ).P.7 2.1h 2.4'1 2.70 2.C)2 -1.13 3.32 3.':>1 3.69 3.1''1 4.0? '1.17 '1 .. 3? 
4.2~) 4.<,'J '10<,':: 4.26 4.2b '1.2n 4.2r 4.26 '1.27 4.27 4.27 4.27 '~.2fl 4.2/\ 4.2" II.?I', 
'!\ .[,11 .":j 1.'1(, 1.Gt) 2.17 2.44 2.6P :?Q1 .5.12 .3.31 3.:'0 5.67 3.114 4.011 4.16 4.31 
Y , •• ,"0 ' •• I''J q.[l(' 'I.H6 4.RD 4.An 4.il7 4.87 4.87 4.RR 4.PR 4.R8 4.8R 4.ea 4.W-l II.I,g 
luA .uu .r~ 1.47 I.R~ 2.1'J 2.42 2.n7 2.PO 3.10 3.30 3.4R 3.6n 3.fl3 3.gQ 4.IQ 4.2C) 
Y .).'I~, '::.'+') S.46 ',,4(, ':>.40 ~.47 5.47 5.47 5.48 5.48 5.48 ').49 5.49 ':>.4Q o,.o,U '-..':>11 
llX .r'c .ch 1.'1(; ].(3-1 2.14 2.41 2.6'" 2.R8 3.08 3.?P. 3.4n 3.64 3.81 ,3.97 ".13 4.;>P 
b • [I':: b • (1~) b. 0 I, 6 • 0 b n • 0 n 6. 117 n • 07 6 • 0 R 6. 118 6 • II 9 6 • 0') b. 0 q 6 • 1 (l n • 1 '1 h. 11 
U, .LId ."5 1."'+ 1.Jl 2.12 2.39 2.63 2.R6 3.[J6 3.2n 3.44 3.62 :,.7° 3.°,) 4.111 H.;>o, 
Y D.6'! t:.b'l 6.t,', b.6!:> 6.6':: 6.n6 6.66 n.67 6.67 n.r,R b.bR fi.69 6.10 6.-/0 n.71 h.71 
13" .['U .':l 1.4.3 1.79 2.10 2.:,7 :?61 2.113 j.D4 3.23 3,42 3.59 3.7n 3.a2 4.0<1 4.2.' 
Y 1.2~ 7.i2 7.23 7.23 7.24 7.25 7.2~ 7.26 7.27 7.27 7.:?fl 7.29 7.29 7.30 7.51 7.31 
14> .111I .91 1.41 1.77 2,[1f' 2.34 2.':>[1 2.fll 3.01 3.20 3 •. ~o 3.56 3.73 3.89 4.(1'-, 4.20 
Y {.'Tee 7.79 7.<\1 1 7.01 7.fl2 7.1'3 7.eQ 7.84 7.R5 7.86 7.1'7 7.RR 7.R9 7.11 0 7.00 7.91 
l~X .iJll .r)l] 1.3'1 1.75 2.0':> 2.32 2.')5 2.77 2.9R 3.17 3.35 3.53 3.70 3.Hn 4.01 4.11' 
Y ,!.3u 1\.3h R.)7 R.3io il.39 fl.'~n 8.41 fl.4? B.43 11.44 8.45 R.46 8.47 R.4A 1I./i0 fI • ..,1I 
luX .iI,' .1',' 1. j-I 1.73 2.02 2.2R 2 • ..,2 2.7'1 ;>.94 3.13 3 •. 31 3.49 3.n':> 3.1',1 ,..,.07 4.1? 
( ".'j] Il.',1 FI.w,) ,'.93 ('.O" 11. 0 6 /J.'l7 R.oo Y.OO g.n1 9.03 q.04 c). I)':> Q.06 ".(1i' ".[lg 
ll" .11(0 oi'7 1.3" 1.7ll 1. o y 2.25 ?4" ?6 0 2.8C) .3.0R 3.26 3.43 3.60 3.7n :'I. u l '+.06 
Y 'c." I '1.4'1 ".4b S'.47 9.'IY 0.51 0.',2 9.54 Q.56 9.')7 9.'39 C).61 9.62 'l.n4 'l.6':> 0.67 
1M ,[jl; .. 'ro 1.32 1.b7 1.')', 2.20 2.43 2.64 2.84 3.(13 3.211 3 • .37 3.54 3.7ll 3.R,) 4.00 
'1.'", ',.'.,' ".gl! 1".UO 10.0210.04 In.06 1n.OR lU.10 1£'.12 10.1l1 10.16 10.1R 10.?n In.;>? 1(1.;>,3 
l'iA .ul' .,,') 1.3lJ 1.fJ.3 1.C)} 2.15 2.jR 2.~,P 2.7R 2.Q6 3.13 :".30 3.46 3.6? .1.77 ,~.q2 
Y lU.q- 1IJ.'.,:: 10.47 1(1.~rl lU."~' In.',,:> In.57 1n.on llJ.6? 10.6'1 10.n7 10.69 In.72 10.74 1".77 1".7u 
,,(IX .11) .b4 1.27 J.~i9 1.r" 2.10 ?31 2.':>1 ~.70 2.RR 3.0') .3.21 ,~.37 3.'):? ?-.67 ~.R2 
y lG.';:~ IlJoS2 11,.',',10.97 1l.Ou 11.03 11.06 11.0 0 11.12 11.15 11.18 11.2111.24 11.:?7 11.311 11..~? 
~lX .lId .i:'.j 1.24 1.~,'J 1.fll 2.03 2.24 2.43 2.nl 2.79 2.9" 3.11 3.26 3.41 3.5~ ~.711 
Y 11.37 11.37 11.30 11.42 11.4~ 11.4fl 11.52 11.'1'" 11.59 11.n2 11.61'1 11.69 11.73 11.71'1 11.i'n 11.HlI 
.::2X .illl .b? 1.21 1.'lll 1.7~ 1. 0 7 2,]6 2.:'15 2.')2 2.6R 2.fl4 2.99 3.13 3.27 ,~.ll1 3.'1'1 
Y 11.7i 11.71' 11.,)1 11.",'1 1l.P7 11.'11 11.94 11. 0 8 12.02 12.06 12.1(1 1:?14 12.11-1 12.23 12.27 12.j2 
2jX • .,l) oil 1.1" 1.4t, 1.69 1.QO ;>.OR 2.2') 2.42 2.')7 2.71 2.R5 2.99 3.12 3.2"> 3.3R 
Y 1~.17 12.17 12.20 1~.23 12.26 12.30 1;>.33 12.37 12.41 12.46 12.50 12.'1'1 12.60 12.n5 1?7~ 12.7" 
24,( .00 .[0 1.15 1.'12 1.6'1 1.83 2.00 2.1n 2.31 2.4'1 2.'111 2.71 2.fl3 ;>.q,:> :'1.(17 '1.11-1 
l~.~j ]Ll.~13 12.~.Jfl l;,.~t~ 12.61 12.65 12.69 12.73 12.77 12.~1 12.R6 l?Ql 12.Qh 13.fl? 1~.{I7 l~.lj 
~~x .ll~ .79 1.13 1.3b 1.59 1.77 1.93 :?nR 2.21 2.34 2.41' 2.57 2.67 2.77 ?P7 2.97 
Y 12.1>1 12.1'7 12d:" 12.91 12.94 12.'17 13.00 13.04 13.0R 13.12 13.16 13.21 13.27 13.32 13.:"1-1 1.".4':> 
;'t)'x .[It) .79 1.11 1.3!'J 1.!'J~ 1.72 1.R7 2.01 2.13 2.?4 2.34 2.44 2.53 2.61 2.o Q 2.7r 
lJ.l'l 1~.1~ 13 •• 1 13.22 13.24 13.26 13.29 13.32 13.35 13.:'18 13.4? 13.47 13.51 13.':>7 l:'1.n2 1"'i.60 
c'7X .[1lJ .78 lo11J 1.3" 1.53 1.6g 1.83 l.on 2.07 2.17 2.26 2.34 2.41 2.47 2.~" <'.SR 
Y 1';.:'l, Ij.~lJ 1.l.',1 13.'::1 U.52 13.~3 13.5" 13.57 13.5C) 13.61 13.64 13.67 13.71 U.7'i 1.3.PlJ 1.~."'1 
40 
41 
c.cJl'HI"U\Tll1~_ vI Cll()R[111"I'\Tl~ TO RIGHT Of PRECEDING OUTPUT 
10 19 20 21 22 23 24 2') 21i 27 ?R j() j1 
IX 4.47 4.tl 4.7~ 4.nR ~.01 ,).]ij ').2~ 5.~P '0.50 5.62 5.73 5.R4 5.9,) 6.n~ h.17 
.()U .UO .C'll .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .n[l .00 
.2X '+.4,' 4.(,2 4.7n 4.ilY ~.02 5.15 5.27 5.30 ~."i1 'i.li2 5.74 ').iJ5 ~.qh 6.l)h h.17 
.t,] • t, 1 • l 1 • (,1 .61 • ~ 1 .61 .61 • AI. 61 • hI. 61 '(,2 • h;> • f-? 
3X '1.4-) 4.63 4.7', 4.S9 ~.02 ~.15 5.27 5.39 5.51 5.63 5.74 ,).I\~ 5.96 6.117 h.1? 
1.2j l.~j 1.;-,', 1.;'3 1.2j 1.23 1.23 1.2:~ 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.;;~ 1.?~ 
4X ~.4Y 4.('3 4.7" 4.')1) ~.03 ~.15 5.27 5.39 ~.51 ~.~3 5.74 'J.1:l5 ~.9h h.()7 h.11 
Y 1.IH 1.C4 1./,4 1.b4 1.1l4 1.84 1.1:l4 1.l\il 1.Il4 1.R4 1.1:l4 1.il4 1.1:l5 1.1\~ I.P'" 
~)X '+.4'; 4.63 'I.7b 'l.riY 5.02 5.15 ~.27 5.3Q c,.~1 ').635.74 ').85 5.96 h.1I7 6.17 
Y ;.4~ L.4~ 2.4') 2.45 2.45 2.ij5 2.46 2.'Ih 2.46 2.46 2.41i 2.4h 2.4h 2.4h ?4h 
,)X 4.4n ~.(2 ~.7h 4.89 5.02 5.15 ~.27 5.39 5.51 5.62 5.74 5.8~ 5.96 6.06 h.11 
j.()u j.UG '.hl) 3.U{ 3.07 3.07 3.07 3.07 3.07 3.n7 3.07 3.07 3.0r 3.01l 3.0Q 
71. 4." 'j.(,? '+.7'0 4.llI ~.01 5.14 5.26 ').~R :'.50 ~.62 5.73 5.li4 5.95 6.[16 h.lh 
Y ')"'/ :'.(,7 .l.bl' 3.u[> 3.~fl 3.68 .'.b8 j.hr 3.6A 3.69 3.60 ,~.69 ~.6g 3.hO ,1.(,(] 
tlX 4.47 'l.L1 4.7" 4.illl ~.01 5.13 ').26 5.31\ 5.49 5.61 5.72 ').84 5.9~ h.U') h.1~ 
Y -I.;:,' 4.c"~ '1.,'0 4.?" 4.29 4.29 4.30 4.3n 4.30 4.30 4.30 4.30 4.30 4.31 4 •. '11 
jX 4.q~ 4.~1 4.73 4.87 4.99 ').12 ~.25 5.37 5.49 ~.An 5.72 5.83 5.94 6.U4 6.1') 
'l./") '1.'11 4.90 4.91~ 4.9U '1. 0 1 4.'l1 4.91 4.91 4.91 4.'l2 4.'l2 4.Y2 4. 0 2 '1."2 
lUX 4.444.',1',4.72 4.b:' 'l.on 5.11 ').235.35 j.'t? 5.59 5.7(1 ').82 5.93 h.lI~ h.1" 
Y ~.~J ~.~1 ~.~1 j.bl 5.51 5.52 ').~2 5.52 ~.52 ').53 5.53 5.j3 5.53 5.')4 ~.~4 
11X -1.42 4.~A 4.711 4.83 4.97 5.no 5.22 5.34 5.46 5.58 5.69 5.80 :'.91 6.02 6.1~ 
YD.l 1 b. 11 n.1? t).1.2 6.12 ('.13 6.13 6.13 6.14 6.14 6.14 6.15 A. 15 6.1') f.. I') 
12X .... 411 4.:)4 4.t,I', 4.81 4.95 5.07 ~.20 5.32 5.44 5.56 5.h7 5.78 ').90 6.00 ~.]1 
~.(l 6.7.2 ... 72 6.73 6.7j 6.74 6.74 6.74 6.75 6.75 6.76 6.76 6.76 6.77 f..77 
IJ.~ Ij._~" /j.'2 'I.U) 4.79 4.°2 5.11') S.17 5.311 :'.42 5.53 5.65 5.76 5.87 5.91' f>.nq 
7.3.:. l.j2 7.j:, 7.33 7.3'1 7.54 7.35 7.35 l.j6 7.36 7.37 7.37 7038 7 •. ~R 7.:W 
14.>. '+.3', 4.49 'lot,j 4.7b 4.RY 5.1)? ').15 ').27 5.39 5.51 5.62 5.74 "'.85 5.g6 h.P7 
Y 7.'3<'. 7.'2 7.9.3 7.94 7.94 7."5 7.96 7. 0 6 7.97 7.07 7.91' 7.98 7.99 8.0n H.!)I) 
15;< 4.j1 4.4,) 4.~q 4.72 4.116 4.9P 5.11 5.23 ~ •. % 5.47 5.59 5.71 ').li2 5.g3 h.IJlI 
Y j.~',l 1:.~,2 3.~j fl.54 8.')5 A.55 H.56 A.57 1l.5R 8.58 8.'09 8.60 8.60 A.hl ".r? 
IhX -,.2., ',.41 4.54 4.bb 4.Ill 4.04 5.07 5.ta 5.31 5.43 5.5" 5.66 5.71' 5.H9 h.()rl 
Y ',!.111 9.11 '0.12 <,.13 9.1'-1 9.15 9.16 9.17 Y.1P 9.19 9.20 0.21 '1.22 9.22 °.2'1 
17X 4.21 4.35 4.~q 4.h3 4.76 4.RQ ~.01 5.14 5.26 5.38 5.50 ').~1 5.73 5.R4 5.0') 
~.Gd 0.10 9.71 y.72 9.74 9.75 g.76 g.77 9.7A 9.RO 9.81 9.A2 g.A.3 9.li4 a.R,) 
1MX ~.14 4.;e 4.4 4.50 4.6') 4.R2 '1.95 5.07 :'.20 5.32 5.44 5.55 5.67 5.7A S.H(] 
Y lU.25 1U.27 1U.~~ 10.30 1U.3.2 10.34 10.35 18.37 lU.3il 10.40 10.41 10.42 10.44 10.4~ 10.46 
19i1 4.Uo 4.211 4.:"1 '1.47 '1.61 4.7'l 4.Hh 4.ng 5011 5.?4 5036 ').47 5.59 5.70 5.H? 
'y lU,[d lU.I<1 10.I'n 10.8tl 10.9U 10.n2 trl.94 10.96 10.9R 10.Q9 11.01 11.03 11.05 ll.nh 11.11H 
<'UX ..l.'Jt, 4.11) 4.2" 4.j7 4.511 4.63 4.76 4.89 5.01 5.13 5.25 5.37 5.49 5.61 ').72 
11.35 11.3n 11.41 11.44 11.46 11.49 11.51 11.54 11.56 11.59 11.h1 11.63 11.65 11.67 Il.AO 
~lX 3.84 j.~7 4.11 4.24 4.31 4.50 4.63 4.76 4.~1\ 5.no 5.13 5.2~ 5.37 ~.4R ~.hll 
11.PI 11.91 11.94 11.98 12.0] 12.05 12.08 12.11 12.14 12.17 12.20 12.23 12.26 12.28 12.3] 
2c:.1. .5.(,' j.e2 5.95 4.01i 4.21 4.33 4.46 Il.~O 4.71 4.R4 4.96 5.09 ~.21 5.33 ~.4~ 
lc:.._~u 12.40 12.4~ 12.49 12.54 12.58 12.62 12.66 12.70 12.74 12.7R 12.1l2 12.A6 12.1l9 12.9;> 
2JX 3.jU j.63 3.75 3.Bd 4.00 4.13 4.25 4.37 4.50 4.63 4.7~ 4.88 ~.OO 5.13 ~.2~ 
l~.Al 12.86 12.y2 12.97 13.03 13.011 13.14 13.19 13.25 13.30 13.35 13.40 13.45 13.4Q 13.54 
24;( .3.2" 3.40 3.52 .3.63 3.75 3.86 3.98 4.10 4.22 4.35 4.411 4.61 4.74 4.87 ~.[l0 
Y 1..l.iG 13.26 13.33 Ij.40 13.47 13.54 13.61 13.611 13.76 13.83 13.90 13.96 14.03 14.09 14.1~ 
2jl. J.lltJ 3.1~ 3.25 J.34 3.44 3.54 3.64 3.75 3.87 3.99 4.1? 4.25 4.3R 4.53 'l.h7 
13.52 13.59 13.67 1.3.75 13.84 13.93 14.02 14.11 14.21 14.31 14.41 14.50 14.59 14.68 1'1.77 
2tJ.< ,>0<'32.,,9 2.'.lo 3.0j 3.l)9 3016 3.24 3.32 3.42 3.52 3.63 3.763.90 4.06 '1.24 
Y 1.3.70 1.3.[>3 13.92 1Q.01 14.11 14.21 14.33 14.45 14.58 14.71 14.85 14.98 15.12 15.25 1~.'~ 
27X 2'~L Z.65 2.0 u 2.71 2.74 2.76 2.70 2.83 2.88 2. Q4 3.01 3.0R 3.18 3.29 j.44 
l..l.'J1 lJ.'J1l 14.llb 14.1~ 14.25 14.37 14.51 14.67 14.83 14.99 15.16 15.34 1').54 15.7') 1n.1I1) 
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FIGURE 5. FLOWNET FOR AXISYMMETRIC SEEPAGE FROM A POND THROUGH 
HOMOGENEOUS POROUS MEDIA. (SEE TABLE 3 FOR R & Z COORDINATES) 
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3.91 4.117 4.?~ 4.3P 
2.45 ?45 ;>.4'1 ;>.4" 
3.91 4.117 Ij.?~ 1'.,~f1 
3.0h 3.n7 3.(17 ",.117 
3.91 4.07 II.?~ 4.311 
3.6R 3.61l j.f>H 3.hl1 
3.91 4.117 4.;>') I~,,~ 7 
4.29 4.;>0 l!.?<l 11.2" 
3.9U 4.06 4.22 4 •• H 
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6.72 6.7? h.7;> h.73 
3.Ah 4.02 4.1f1 4.33 
7.32 7.3? 7.3.3 7.3! 
3.8" 4. II 1 4.16 11.51 
7.92 7.92 1. 0 3 7.93 
3.82 3.ao 4.14 4.;>0 
8.~1 R.5? p.53 R.53 
3.80 3.g6 4.11 4.26 
Q.10 9.11 a.l? 0.13 
3.77 3.g? 4.1111 4.23 
9.hR a.71J 9.71 9.7? 
3.72 .3.AI:l 4.1I~ 4.18 
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'~. I' '1 
Ix. 'j.~2 4.(,b 4.['lj 4.93 ').06 ').111 5.31 5.43 ').,)4 5.1i6 'J.77 ',.fill "'.llg 6.10 (,.?[1 
",.hil j.Il!' 3.U' 3.68 j.(,i\ .I.h'J 3.hg 3.h9 3.69 3.6g 3.69 .3.6'J j.,,'l j.h o _~.hq 
dX .. :'c' ... 1)'" 4.7') 4.',.1 'J.06 'J.lt) ,>.:~O 5.42 5.54 5.66 5.77 ')."11 ,).gg 6.11) 6.?n 
4.2~ 4.29 4.2Q 4.jO 4.3U 4.~0 4.30 4.30. 4.30 4.30 4.30 'I.jO 4.31 4.31 4.j1 
YA '1.'ll 4.r'J 4.79 4.g2 ').I)~) '>.lR 5030 5.42 ').'>4 "'.65 5.77 5.Afl '-,.gg 6.llq ('.?Il 
r 4. 0 0 4. 0 1 4.91 4.91 4.g1 4.g1 4.91 4.g1 4.'J2 4.92 4.g? 4.'J2 4.Q2 4.92 'I.Q? 
lOX 4.0,1 4.(,', 4.7fl 4.92 ~.[]5 5.17 ')dO 5.42 ').53 "'.65 5.76 5.117 ..,.gi' 6.1l" h.tQ 
Y ').')] :'.~,,! 'l.:"2 ').52 5.'i2 0,.52 5.53 5.53 ~).53 5.":i3 5.5~ 'i.5j 5.~)4 '-,.~4 '1.'>4 
11X 4.',lI 4,'''1 4.70 4.(11 ~.04 ~j.16 5.2g 5.41 ~.,)3 S.64 5.75 5.87 'i.gR h.Ofl h.l'" 
Y ".]<' 0.1' b013 t,.U 601360146.146.14 601
'
f h.14 6.10, b.l'> h.15 h.15 h.I'-, 
!..:X -1.49 4.63 4.77 4.0U 5.f)j 5015 'J.21\ 'J.40 ').5? 5.63 5.75 ">.R6 ').97 h.[)? h.1Y 
".76 b.73 6.74 6.74 6.74 6.75 6.7'> 6.75 6.75 6.76 6.7h b.76 6.76 6.77 6.77 
13X 4.',/ 4.(,1 4.7~ 4.flB 5.01 5014 ':1.26 5.~8 'J.50 5.62 5.73 '-,.114 5.'15 0.116 ('.17 
Y 7.3y 7.j4 7.34 7 • .3:' 7.3~ 7.,6 7.3h 7.36 7.37 7.~7 7.37 7.311 7.3r 7.,R 7.'9 
1'lX 4.4<' '1.,-,0 ".7J 'I.Ml 'J.on 'i.12 ~.2S 'i.37 ~.4Q 'i.60 'J.7? 5.113 5.94 6.11':> 6.1'> 
Y 1.94 7. c:'f 7.q~, 7.9'~ 7.9b 7.fl6 7.CJ7 7.97 7.98 7.gA 7.qa 7.'lq 7.qQ !l.on fl.O{) 
I'lX ' •• 43 q.~,7 4.71 4.h4 4.g7 '1.10 'J.22 ').34 'J.46 5.'i8 ').69 ~.R1 5.fl2 6.02 h.1"! 
Y M.~'f e.',') B.',', fl.5n 8.50 fl. '-,7 1',.,)8 R.58 1l.59 R.5g A.60 A.hO 8.61 R.6t fl.h? 
loX 4.4U 4.~4 '+.L'1 'I./'! 4.94 5.07 5.19 5.32 ').43 ').55 5.66 ').78 S.t'Q h.no h.11l 
Y 9.14 'l.14 9.15 'l.10 9.17 0.17 g.lP 9.19 'l.l'1 9.?O g.21 fl.21 0.22 9.23 q.2~ 
17X 4.j7 4.~1 4.b~ 4.7P 4.g1 5.03 'i.1h ').2A 'J.4n 5 • ..,1 5.63 5.74 5.R5 'i.g6 h.07 
Y ',.7,1 ';.74 g.7', g.7L 9.77 9.7R fl.7R g.79 g.An 9.A1 g.R? g.B2 O.B3 9.R4 g.",> 
1dX '1.32 ',.'jtj 4.(,fl '+.7:) 4.B6 4.gfl 5.11 5.23 S035 5.47 5.51' 5.70 'J.81 5.Q2 (,.IU 
Y 1J.:)1 1L,32 10.~4 10.3~ 10.~6 111.~7 10.3R 10.39 10.40 10.41 10.42 10.43 10.44 10.4') In.4h 
19X 4.27 4.41 '1.54 4.67 4.RU 4.03 'i.OS 5.17 5.2g 5.41 5.53 'i.64 :'.75 5.Hh ,).07 
Y liJ.W) 1U.':1I ill.';? llJ.93 10.'10, 10. 0 6 10.911 In.og 11.00 11.[12 11.03 11.04 11.0,) 11.117 IJ.flf1 
2LJX 'I,,~U 4 • .5.1 4.'17 4.blJ 4.7:l 4.R,) 4.9R ":i.10 5.2? '>.34 5.45 5.57 5.6A 5.79 '0.011 
Y 11.4:' 11.47 11.4" 11.:,1 11.53 11.',,) 11.56 1l.5R 11.6n 11.62 11.h3 11.65 11.h6 11.6R 11.6" 
2IX '1.11 4.;>4 405M 4.~11 4.h.3 '1.76 '+.l:Iil 5.00 ~.12 5.24 5.36 S.47 S.'l9 5.70 "'.Rl 
Y L':.OiJ 12.U2 l?O', 12.07 120lU 12.12 1?14 12.17 ]2.1 Q 12.21 12.?3 12.25 12.?7 12.2g 1?,~1 
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Y 1.l.n~: IJ.Of, 13.1[] 15,1'. 1.3 old 13.?2 13.26 13.2g 1.~.33 13.~7 13.4113.4413.4715.'>115.,)4 
,.:4,( j.7·1 3.1',2 .3.'!'l '1.06 4017 4.?'l /1.41 4.52 4.64 4.76 4.RA 'l.OU 5.12 ').;>4 '1.36 
Y U.4'1 1.3.52 13.";1 13.62 13.67 13.7.: 13.77 1.3.R2 1.1.'37 1.3.g2 13.Q7 14.02 14.07 14.11 14.1'i 
<.~)' ').:"2 j.G2 .).73 3.M3 3.Q4 4.114 4.15 4.?6 403R 4.'j'l 4.hl 4.73 4.H'J 4.QI1 ".10 
1.)./10 13.93 13.QQ 14.u:, 14.11 14.18 14.24 14.31 14.3R 14.45 14.')1 14.58 14.65 14.71 14.77 
20X 3 • .12 .3.41 3.'1'1 3.~F 3.66 3.7'> 3.83 3.g2 4.02 4.13 4.24 4.3h 4.48 4.h2 4.lh 
r 14.21 14.~7 14.34 14.411 14.'1'3 14.'i'i 14.64 14.73 14.132 14.g1 15.01 15.10 15.20 1').29 1'-,.jR 
~7A J.14 ~.~o .).20 3.31 3.~h 3.41 3.45 ~.50 3.S6 3.64 3.72 3.131 3.91 4.n2 4.14 
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FIGURE 6. FLOWNET FOR AXISYMMETRIC SEEP. FROM A POND THROUGH 
HOMOGENEOUS POROUS MEDIA. (SEE TABLE 4 FOR R & Z COORDINATES) 
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Table 4. Coordinates of Flownet on Fig.6 
HUMOGlNlUUS-- ~U VARIATION IN PERMEA~ILITY 
31 NUMUER OF EQUI-HEAD DROPS= 20 H= 16.00 OEPTH= 2.00 DIAMETER= 10.:'19 SEFI'AGF r~/K=1"F'.40 
I\..J 7 fl 9 10 11 12 I:'; 14 I!'! If, 
IX .no 1.28 1.Hl 2.22 2.57 2.87 3.15 3.40 3.63 3.fl6 4.07 4.26 4.46 4.64 4.rl 4.4~ 
• 0 U • 00 • 0 a • 00 • 00 • 00 • 00 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 00 • 0 0 • 0 U • 0 U • 0 0 • [I fJ • () [I 
2X .00 1.28 1.81 2.22 2.57 2.fl7 3.15 3.40 3.64 3.86 4.07 4.27 4.46 4.64 4.~? 4. 4 4 
Y .!l3 .1.\3 .83 .83 .fl3 .83 .83 .113 .83 .113 .83 .1l3 .R3 .83 .rtl .f'.LJ 
3X .OU 1.2fl 1.81 2.22 2.57 2.1l7 3.15 3.40 3.64 3.86 4.07 4.27 4.46 4.64 4.~? 4. o q 
Y 1.65 1.~5 1.6~ 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.~1 t.67 
4X .00 1.~7 l.eO 2.22 2.~6 2.117 3.14 3.40 3.63 :';.85 4.06 4.26 4.45 4.64 4.81 4.q~ 
Y 2.47 2.48 2.4H 2.4R 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.bU 2.~[I 2.~0 ?.,t 
~X .OU 1.26 1.80 2.21 2.56 2.R6 3.14 3.39 3.63 3.85 4.06 4.25 4.45 4.6~ 4.~n 4.97 
3.29 3.30 3.30 3.31 3.31 3.31 3.32 3.32 3.32 3.32 3.33 :'1.33 3.33 :';.33 3.34 ~.34 
oX .OU 1.25 1.79 2.20 2.55 2.1l!,! 3.13 3.311 3.62 3.84 4.U5 4.24 4.43 4.62 4.7 0 4.g6 
Y 4.11 4.12 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.14 4.14 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.16 4.16 4.16 4.17 4.11 4.17 
7X .00 1.25 1.7H 2.19 2.54 2.84 3.11 3.37 3.60 3.112 4.0:'; 4.23 4.42 4.6[1 4.7Q 4.94 
'+.,)2 4.94 4.94 '1.9~) 4.95 4.96 '+.96 4.97 4.97 4.98 4.'lR 4.99 4.99 ~.[1r) 5.[111 ".[10 
ex .00 1.24 1.77 2.1H 2.52 2.113 3.10 3.35 3.511 3.80 4.01 4.21 4.40 4.5R 4.7., 4.9? 
Y 5.73 5.75 5.7!,! 5.76 5.77 5.78 5.78 5.79 5.79 5.110 5.81 S.1l1 5.82 5.R2 5.83 5.f'.3 
9X .00 1.23 1.76 2.16 2.51 2.P1 3.08 3.33 3.56 3.78 3~99 4.18 4.37 4.5" 4.73 4.40 
Y b,·5J 6.55 6.56 6.57 6.58 6.59 6.59 6.60 6.61 6.62 6.62 6.63 6.64 6.65 6.65 6.66 
lOX .CO 1.22 1.74 2.15 2.48 2.78 3.05 3.30 3.53 3.75 3.96 4.15 4.34 4.52 11.711 'I.f'.h 
7.jl 7.34 7.35 7.37 7.38 7.39 7.40 7.41 7.42 7.43 7.44 7.45 7.45 7.46 7.47 7.48 
llX .00 1.20 1.72 2.12 2.46 2.75 3.02 3.27 3.50 3.71 3.92 4.11 4.30 4.4fl 4.h!'! 4.8? 
Y 8.0g 8.12 8.14 8.15 8.17 8.111 R.19 8.21 8.22 8.23 8.24 11.25 1l.2h 8.27 R.2Q R.30 
12X .00 1.19 1.70 2.10 2.43 2.72 2.98 3.23 3.46 3.67 3.87 4.07 4.25 4.43 4.60 4.77 
0.84 /.J.Cll 8.90 8.92 8.94 8.96 A.97 8.Q9 9.00 9.02 9.03 9.05 q.06 9.(1? q.Oq Q.1f! 
13X .00 1.18 1.68 2.07 2.39 2.68 2.94 3.18 3.41 3.62 3.82 4.01 4.19 4.37 4.~4 4.71 
9.5e 9.63 9.65 9.67 9.70 9.72 9.74 9.76 9.78 9.79 9.81 9.83 g.85 9.117 9.~~ 9.'10 
14X .00 1.16 1.65 2.03 2.35 2.63 2.89 3.12 3.34 3.55 3.75 3.94 4.12 4.30 4.47 4.63 
10.29 1U.34 10.37 10.4U 10.43 10.45 10.48 10.50 10.52 10.55 10.57 10.59 10.62 10.64 10.66 10.6R 
15X .uu 1.14 1.62 1.99 2.30 2.57 2.82 3.05 3.27 3.47 3.67 3.85 4.03 4.20 4.37 ".53 
Y 1U.9d 11.U3 11.07 11.10 11.13 11.16 11.19 11.21 11.24 11.27 11.30 11.33 11.36 11.3R 11.41 11.44 
16X .00 1.13 1.59 1.94 2.24 2.51 2.75 2.98 3.18 3.38 3.57 ~.75 3.92 4.09 4.25 4.41 
Y 11.63 11.69 11.73 11.76 11.79 11.113 11.86 11.119 11.92 11.96 11.99 12.03 12.06 12.18 1?lj 1?16 
17X .UU 1.11 1.55 1.9U 2.19 2.44 2.67 2.89 3.09 3.28 3.46 3.h3 3.80 3.96 4.11 4.26 
Y 12.2h 12.31 12.35 12.3R 12.42 12.45 12.49 12.52 12.56 12.60 12.64 12.68 12.72 12.76 12.RO 1?RLJ 
IhX .OU 1.09 1.52 I.RS 2.13 2.37 2.59 2.80 2.99 3.17 3.33 3.50 3.65 3.Rn 3.44 4.09 
12.ub 12.90 12.94 12.97 13.00 13.03 13.07 13.10 13.14 13.18 13.23 13.27 13.31 13.36 13.41 1~.4h 
19X .00 1.07 1.49 1.81 2.08 2.31 2.52 2.71 2.89 3.06 3.21 3.36 3.50 3.63 :';.76 :'I.Ha 
Y 13.44 13.47 13.49 13.51 13.54 13.57 13.60 13.63 13.67 13.70 13.75 13.79 13.114 13.R9 13.9'1 1:';.9q 
20X .00 1.05 1.47 1.79 2.05 2.27 2.47 2.65 2.81 2.96 3.10 3.23 3.36 3.47 :" • .,q 3.70 
Y 14.00 14.01 14.02 14.03 14.04 14.06 14.08 14.10 14.13 14.16 14.20 14.24 14.2fl 14.33 14.~R 14. 4 3 
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19 ?O 21 22 
S.46 5.61 5.76 5.01 
.OU .00 .OU .00 
~.47 5.62 ~.76 5.91 
.h4 .1J4 .R4 .114 
5.46 '1.61 5.76 5.90 
l.h7 1.6t 1.60 1.68 
5.46 5.61 5.76 5.90 
2.51 2.51 2.51 2.52 
:'.4~ ':l.6U 5.75 5.B9 
3.35 3.35 3.35 3.35 
5.44 ~.59 ~.73 5.RR 
4.1H 4.111 4.19 4.19 
5.42 ~.57 5.72 5.R6 
5.G2 ~.O~ :'.02 5.n3 
5.40 ~.55 5.70 5.P4 
5.H5 5.85 ~.1J6 S.r6 
5.37 5.52 5.67 5.R1 
6.h8 6.68 6.69 6.69 
':>.34 5.49 :'.603 5.78 
7.:,U 7.~1 7.52 7.53 
5.3U 5.4~ 5.59 5.73 
e.jj 11.3.1 8.34 '3.3'1 
5.24 5.39 5.54 5.68 
9.14 9.15 9.1~ 9.18 
S.lH 5.33 5.47 5.6? 
9.,,5 '1.96 9.98 9.00 
5.1U 5.25 5.39 5.53 
10.74 lU.76 10.7H 10.BO 
s.OO 5014 ~.29 5.1~3 
11.52 11.54 11.57 11.59 
4.87 ~.Ol 5.16 5.~n 
12.27 12.3U 12.34 12.~7 
4.70 4.H4 4.98 ~.12 
l?oR 13.02 13.06 13.11 
4.4Y 4.63 4.76 4.89 
1J.b2 13.68 13.73 13.79 
4.25 4.36 4.47 4.59 
14.17 14.24 14.31 14.~B 
~.9q 4.U7 4.1~ 4.22 
!4.~Q 14.65 14.72 14.80 
23 24 25 26 27 ?R ?O 30 ~1 
6.0'i 6.111 6.32 6.45 6.5R 6.70 6.83 6.9"> 7.11"1 
.on .00 .00 .00 .on .00 .on .00 .[111 
6.05 6.18 6.32 6.45 6.58 6.70 6.83 b. 0 5 7.[17 
.R4 .R4 .84 .H4 .114 .84 .84 .1'14 .84 
6.04 6.18 6.31 6.45 6.~7 6.70 6.82 6.05 7.n7 
1.61'1 1.61\ 1.68 1.6A 1.nR 1.68 1.6B 1.6P 1.(,P 
6.04 6.17 h.31 6.44 6.57 6.69 6.82 6.04 7.flh 
2.52 2.52 2.">2 2.52 2.~2 2.~2 ?52 2.')3 ?~~ 
f..03 6.17 6.30 6.43 6.56 6.68 6.81 6.<1,1 7.(I~ 
3.35 3.~6 3.36 3.36 3.3n 3.36 3.37 3.~7 3.37 
6.02 6.15 6.29 6.42 6.54 6.67 6.7g 6.0? 7.04 
4.19 4.19 4.20 4.20 4.20 4.20 4.21 4.21 4.2) 
6.00 6.14 6.27 6.40 6.'l~ 6.65 6.7B 6. o P 7.n? 
5.03 5.03 5.04 5.04 5.04 5.04 'l.o~ 5.(1,) ~.n~ 
'i.9A 6011 6.25 6.38 6.51 6.63 h.7f, h.AII 7.01l 
5.117 5.87 :'.117 5.1'18 5.1'113 5.81'1 5.139 'l.R9 ~.Ro 
5.95 6.09 6.22 6.35 6.4A 6.60 6.73 6.B5 6.07 
6.70 6.70 D.71 6.71 6.72 6.72 6.73 h.73 6.74 
~.9? 6.05 6.1B 6.12 6.44 6.')7 6.69 6.H? 6. 0 4 
7.53 7.54 1.54 7.55 7.56 7.56 7.57 7.57 1.'lA 
5.87 6.01 6.14 6.27 6.40 6.~3 h.65 6.78 6.°(1 
P.36 fJ.37 8.31'1 8.39 8.30 R.40 8.41 8.41 p.4? 
5.82 5.96 6.09 6.22 6.35 6.411 6.60 6.7? h.p,) 
9.19 9.20 9.21 9.?2 9.23 9.?4 9.25 9.25 0.26 
,,>.76 5.1'19 6.03 6.16 6.29 6.41 h.54 h.6n 6.7P 
10.01 10.02 10.03 In.05 10.fl6 10.07 11l.0A 10.00 )n.11 
'i.n7 5.1'11 5.95 6.08 6.21 6.34 6.46 6.~0 h.71 
10.82 10.1l4 10.85 1(J.P7 10.1l9 10.90 10.92 10.'13 If).o~ 
5.57 5.71 5.84 ~.9A 6.1) 6.23 6.3n 6.40 6.n1 
11.62 11.64 11.67 11.n9 11.71 11.703 11.75 11.77 IJ.7 0 
5.44 5.57 :'.71 5.1l4 5.97 n.10 6.?3 6.~6 h.40 
1~.40 12.43 12.46 12.49 12.5? 12.55 12.5R 12.f,1 1?.603 
~.26 ">.39 S.53 5.66 5.80 5.93 6.06 6.1 0 6.3~ 
13.15 13.2n 103.24 13.?1l 13.3? 13.36 13.40 13.44 13.47 
5.02 5.15 5.29 5.42 5.55 5.60 5.8? 5. 0 6 6.09 
1~.BS 13.91 13.97 14.03 14.09 14.1~ 14.21 14.26 14.32 
4.70 4.132 4.94 5.n7 5.2n 5.34 5.48 5.62 5.77 
14.46 14.'i5 14.63 14.72 14.81 14.90 14.99 15.07 15.16 
4.29 4.37 4.46 4."6 4.67 4.78 4.91 5.04 'i.to 
14.9n 15.n2 1"'.14 15.211 15.41 15.54 15.68 1~.1-l3 16.(11) 
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seepage IS not too different in the t\VO probleD1s. Since the perD1eability 
is greater near the pon.d for the second probleITl (10 e, Fig, 8) a sD1aller 
pond is needed for the saIne qu.antity of seepage to occur, 
In Figs, 9 and 10 and the accon"lpanying tables;, 7 and 8~ the 
perD1eability has been specified to decrease from the drained layer 
toward the pond] opposite to that in Figse 7 and 8, The variation in 
perD1eability for the probleD1 depicted in Fig., 9was specified by 
k ::: 0,001 (L24 ~ 03 z·~ 
and the probleITl d(~pic,ted in Fi.g 10 was specified by 
(56) 
k =-~ 0, 001 (1 48 - 0; 06 2, ~ (57) 
In these probleD1s the greatest resls to flow is encountered at the 
pond, and consequently larger ponds are required than for situations 
like those given in Figs" 7 and 8 where the greatest resistance is just 
above the drained la yeT if the SdITle total seepage is to oc cur, Furthe r-
more) in Figs, 9 and 10l it ca.n easily be SE:en that the region of seepage 
is less just above the drained layel" fhan a.t some intermediate distance 
below the pondo In actual pract~ (::; hmJilever') it is doubtful that this 
effect would be as strong as indicated in these solutionso Rather below 
the point of ITlaXirrlUITl dlarneter., the flow region would contain only partially 
saturated fl ow and tb e free surface \vou} d drop ITlore or Ie s s ve rticall Yo 
That this supposition occurs in field situations (at least in two~ 
dhnensional situations) is verified through D1easurements by Hendricks 
and Warnick (8)" The sarne contracting effect toward the drain layer 
is present in two·-diITlensional solutions of seepage from canals (10)0 
48 
49 
'"------ 6.30 'dia. ---~ 
16 1 
11--.--------- 13.83'dia. • I 
FIGURE 7. FLOWNET FOR AXISYMMETRIC SEEPAGE FROM A POND THROUGH 
---- - - ---- - --- ---
NONHOMOGENEOUS POROUS MEDIA WHOSE PERMEABILITY IS GIVEN BY 
K: 0.001 (0.76 PLUS O.03Z) (SEE TABLE 5 FOR R & Z COORDINATES) 
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Table 5. Coordinates of Flownet on Fig. 7 
VARITAIUN IN PEkMEARILITY GIVEN 8Y K=O.OOI(0.75 + 0.03Z) 
NUM8lH UF STKEAMLINES= 31 Nu~eER OF EQUI-HEAO DROPS= 27 H= 16.00 DEPTH= 2.~n nIAMETEH= ~.82 S~EPA~E 0 .1;>1 
1"" J 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1f-
lR .00 1.20 1.69 2.0E; 2.40 2.69 2.95 3.19 3.42 3.63 3.83 4.03 4.81 4 •. ~o 4.~7 'J.73 
l .OU .00 .00 .00 .no .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .on .00 .00 .nn .(10 .fI[J 
2R .00 1.16 1.68 2.07 2.40 2.69 2.95 3.19 .3.42 3.63 3.83 4.03 4.21 4.39 'I.~h 4. 7.~ 
Z .~4 .55 .55 .55 .55 .56 .56 .56 .56 .56 .56 .57 .57 .57 .57 . ..,-, 
3H .00 1.14 1.67 2.06 2.39 2.69 2.95 3.19 3.42 3.63 3.83 4.03 4.21 4.39 '1.56 4.73 
l 1.10 1.11 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.1'i 1.16 
4k .00 1.13 1.66 2.06 2.39 2.68 2.95 3.19 3.42 3.n3 3.83 4.03 4.21 '1.39 4."1', '1.73 
Z 1.60 1.68 1.68 1.69 1.69 1. 70 1.70 1.71 1. 71 1.72 1.72 1.73 1.73 1.74 1.74 1. 7~ 
:,R .Oll 1.13 I.n:, 2.05 2.313 2.67 2.94 3.18 3.41 3.62 3.82 4.U2 4.20 4.38 4.~'i 4.72 
Z ~.2j 2.25 2.26 2.27 2.27 2.28 2.29 2.29 2.30 2.31 2.31 2.32 2.33 2.33 <,.3'1 2.35 
bH .00 1.12 1.65 2.04 2.37 2.66 2.93 3.17 3.40 3.n1 3.R1 4.00 4.19 4.36 4.~~ 4.7[J 
Z 2.81 2.83 2.84 2.85 2.86 2.87 2.88 2.89 2.89 2.90 2.91 2.92 2.93 2.93 2 • Cl/~ ::>.95 
7f{ .00 1.12 1.64 2.03 2.36 2.65 2.91 3.16 3.38 3.59 3.79 3.98 4.1n 4.34 4.~1 4.67 
l 3.39 3.42 3.43 3.44 3.45 3.46 3.47 3.48 3.49 3.'10 3.51 3.5<' 3.53 3.~4 3.<'4 3.':>:' 
81~ .00 1. 11 1.63 2.02 2.35 2.64 2.90 3.14 3.36 3.57 3.77 3.'16 4.14 4.31 4.4'1 4.64 
Z 3.98 4.01 4.03 4.04 4.05 4.06 4.07 4.08 4.09 4.10 4.11 4.12 4.13 4.14 4.15 4.16 
9R .00 1.11 1.62 2.01 2.33 2.62 2.88 3.12 3.34 3.55 3.74 3.93 LJ .11 4.2A 4.4':> 4.61 
l 4.57 4.60 4.62 4.64 4.65 4.66 4.67 4.68 4.69 4.71 4.72 4.73 4.74 4.75 4.76 4.77 
lOR .00 1.10 1.61 1.99 2.32 2.60 2.86 3.09 3.31 3.52 3.71 3.90 4.08 4.25 4.LJ1 LJ.~7 
Z 5.10 5.20 5.22 5.23 5.25 5.26 5.27 5.28 5.30 5.31 5.32 'i.33 5.34 5.35 ~ •. ~7 5.3A 
llR .00 1.09 1.59 1.98 2.30 2.58 2.83 3.07 3.28 3.49 3.68 3.87 4.04 4.21 4.38 4.53 
Z :,.75 5.79 5.81 5.83 5.84 5.86 5.87 5.89 5.90 5.91 5.92 5.94 5.95 5.06 5. 0 7 'i.9~ 
12fl .00 1.08 1.58 1.96 2.27 2.55 2.81 3.04 3.25 3.46 3.65 3.83 4.00 4.17 4.33 4.40 
Z 6.33 6.38 6.40 6.42 6.44 6.46 6.47 6.49 6.50 6.51 6.53 6.54 6.55 6.57 fl.~8 6.59 
DR .00 1.U7 1.56 1.94 2.25 2.53 2.78 3.00 3.22 3.42 3.61 3.79 3.96 4.13 4.29 4.44 
l 6.91 6.97 6.99 7.01 7.03 7.05 7.07 7.08 7.10 7.11 7.13 7.14 7.16 7.17 7.1A 7.2U 
14R .00 1.05 1.54 1. 91 2.22 2.50 2.74 2.97 3018 3.38 3.57 3.74 3.92 4.0A LJ.24 4.39 
Z 7.49 7.55 7.57 7.60 7.62 7.64 7.66 7.67 7.69 7,71 7.72 7.74 7.75 7.77 7.7R 7.AfJ 
l:,R .00 1.04 1.52 1.88 2.19 2.46 2.70 2.93 3.14 3.33 3.52 3.69 3.86 4.03 4.111 4.33 
Z fl.06 8.12 8015 8.18 8.20 8.22 8.24 8.26 8.28 8.30 8.31 8.33 8.35 8.37 R.3A A.40 
16R .00 1.02 1.49 loll:' 2.15 2.42 2.66 2.8A 3.09 3.28 3.46 3.64 3.80 3.96 4.12 4.27 
l 8.61 A.68 A.71 8.74 B.77 8.79 8.81 8.A4 8.86 A.88 8.90 8.92 8.94 A.96 A.Q7 8.99 
17R .00 1.00 1.46 1.81 2.11 2.37 2.61 2.82 3.03 3.22 3.40 3.57 3.73 3.A9 4.04 U.19 
Z 9.16 9.23 9.27 9.30 9033 9.35 9.38 9.40 9.43 9.45 9.47 9.49 9.52 9.'54 Q.~6 o • .,A 
18R .00 .Q7 1.43 1.77 2.06 2.32 2.55 2.76 2.96 3.14 3.32 3.49 3.65 3.131 3.9fl 4.10 
Z 9.68 9.76 9.80 9.84 9.87 9.90 9.93 9.96 9.9B 10.01 10.04 10.06 10.09 10.11 10.13 10.ln 
19R .00 .95 1.39 1.72 2.00 2.25 2.48 2.68 2.88 3.06 3.23 3.40 3.56 3.71 3.I'fl 4.00 
Z 10.19 10.27 10.32 10.36 10.39 10.43 10.46 10.49 10.52 10.55 10.58 10.61 10.64 10.fl7 10.70 10.7? 
20R .00 .91 1.34 1.66 1.94 2.18 2.39 2.59 2.78 2.96 3.13 3.29 3.44 3.59 3.74 3.AA 
Z lu.68 10.76 10.81 10.85 10.89 10.93 10.97 11.00 11.04 11. n7 11.11 11.14 11.17 11.21 11.24 11.27 
21R .00 .88 1.29 1.60 1.86 2.09 2.30 2.49 2.67 2.84 3.01 3.16 3.31 3.46 3.fln 3.73 
Z 11.14 11.23 11.28 11.32 11.37 11.41 11.45 11.49 11.53 11.57 11.61 11.64 11.68 11.72 11.7fl 11.8U 
22R .00 .84 1.24 1.53 1.78 2.00 2.20 2.38 2.55 2.71 2.87 3.01 3.16 3.20 3.43 3.56 
Z 11.58 11.67 11.72 11.76 11.81 11.85 11.89 11.94 11.98 12.03 12.07 12.11 12.16 12.21 12.2') 12.30 
23R .OU .81 1018 1.46 1.70 1 .• 90 2.09 2.26 2.42 2.57 2.71 2.85 2.98 3.11 3.23 3.3fl 
Z 11.99 12.08 12.13 12.17 12.21 12.26 12.30 12.35 12.39 12.44 12.49 12.54 12.59 12.64 12.7fl 12.75 
24R .00 .78 1.13 1.40 1.62 1.81 1.98 2.14 2.28 2.42 2.55 2.67 2.79 2.90 3.01 3.12 
Z 12.39 12.46 12.50 12.55 12.59 12.63 12.67 12.71 12.76 12.Al 12.86 12.91 12.97 13.03 n.OA 13.15 
25R .00 .76 1.10 1.35 1.55 1.73 1.88 2.03 2.16 2.28 2.39 2.49 2.59 2.69 2.7A ?H7 
Z 12.77 12.82 12.86 12.89 12.92 12.% 13.00 13.04 13.08 13.12 13.17 13.23 13.28 13.34 13.UO 13.47 
26R .00 .75 1.07 1.31 1.50 1.66 1.80 1.93 2.05 2.15 2.25 2.33 2.41 2.49 2.:,n 2.62 
Z 13.13 13.17 13.19 13.21 13.23 13.26 13.29 13.32 13.35 13.39 13.43 13.48 13.53 13.'5A 13.64 1:'1.70 
27R .00 .77 1.07 1.29 1.47 1.62 1.75 1.87 1.97 2.06 2.14 2.21 2.27 2.32 2.37 2.41 
FI"> Z Ij.5U 13.50 13.51 13.51 13.52 13.53 13.55 13.57 13.59 13.61 13.64 13.67 13.71 13.75 13.AO 13.,
lur.TII,l1Allul~ lJf- COORI:H.ATES TO RIGHT OF PRECEDHJG OUTPUT 
1~u 17 1[> 19 20 21 22 23 24 2'5 2h 27 28 2 0 j(J31 
1H 4.A0 ~.O~ ~.21 S.3b 5.51 5.66 5.80 5. 0 4 6.0R 6.22 6.3~ 6.40 6.62 6.77 6. 0 ? 
• I) ,I • f) 0 • Il (] • a 0 • 1I 0 • [) 0 • 0 [I • n [) • 0 a • no. Ill' • a a • 0 n • n 11 • II 0 
<'I~ 4.<19 5.05 5.27 ~,j() 5.51 5.66 5.80 5.04 b.OA 6.22 6,j~ 6.40 6.62 6.n 6.01 
L • ':it! .5R .'>8 .~fl .5tJ .50 .50 .59 .60 .60 .hO .61 .61 .hl .h? 
.II, 4.11'0 5.05 5.21 ~).36 5.51 5.65 5.(30 5.04 G.08 D.22 6.3" 6.49 6.62 6.7':1 (,.PH 
1.1u 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.lh 1.18 1.10 1.1'7 1.20 1.?0 1.21 1.21 1.22 1.?2 1.?~ 
4H 4.H9 5.U~ ~.21 5.36 5.51 5.6'5 5.79 '5.03 6.07 6.20 6.34 6.47 6.6U 6.72 6.P5 
L 1.70 1.76 1.77 1.77 1.78 1.7fl 1.70 1.1'0 1.80 1.R1 1.A2 1.A3 1.83 1.AL! 1."5 
51( 4.H~j 5.ll4 5.FI ~).34 5.49 5.f-j 5.77 '5.01 D.04 6.18 6.31 h.43 h.56 D.68 6.pn 
L 2.35 ~.36 2 • .17 2.3H 2.3(3 2.~0 2.4n 2.40 2.41 2.42 2.43 2.44 2.44 ?45 ?Qh 
OK 4.~b 5.U2 S.17 ~.j<, 5.46 5.60 5.74 5.PR 6.01 6.14 6.27 6.30 6.51 6.63 h.7'> 
2.96 2.'76 ?c)7 ?98 2.0<) ,~.OO 3.01 3.01 .1.02 3.03 3.D" :~.O~ 3.n6 3.07 3.111' 
71{ 4./1.1 4.99 5.14 5.2« 5.43 ">.<;7 5.7n 5.1'4 'J.97 h.10 6.22 6.34 6.46 6.'>fl 6.711 
L 3.50 3.57 3.SR 3.'Jo 3.bU 3.61 3.62 3.h3 j.63 3.64 3.h"> 3.66 3.67 j.6R ~.~q 
bR ~.8U 4. 0 5 .,.lD 5.25 5.39 5.53 5.66 5.79 5.92 6.05 6.17 D.29 6.41 6.53 6.f,4 
4.17 4.18 4;lq 4.20 4.21 4.22 4.23 4.24 4.25 4.26 4.27 4.28 4.20 4.3n 4.~1 
91~ 4.77 'l.92 5.lI6 S.21 5.35 5.4R 5.62 5.75 5.87 6.00 6.12 6.24 6.36 6.47 6.')'l 
l 4.7H 4.7q 4.~0 4.81 4.8~ 4.83 4.84 4.85 4.86 4.R7 4.88 4.80 4.90 4.01 4.0~ 
10k ~.7j 4.P8 5.0? 5.10 5.3U 5.44 5.57 5.70 5.82 ~.95 6.07 6.10 6.30 6."2 h.~' 
L ~.3q 5.40 5.41 5.42 5.4.1 5.44 5.45 5.46 5.47 5.48 5.5n 5.51 'i.52 5.">3 5.~4 
11R 4.(;9 4.83 4.98 5.1? 5.25 5.3q '>.52 5.65 5.77 5.89 6.01 6.13 6.24 h.36 6.47 
l o.OU 6.01 6.02 D.03 6.04 6.05 6.06 6.08 6.0g 6.10 6.11 6.12 6.13 6.14 6.15 
1.::/, 4.64 4.79 4.q3 5.07 5.20 5034 5.46 5.5g 5.71 5.fl3 5.0'5 h.07 h.18 6.2 0 h.4rJ 
l 6.00 6.D2 6.63 6.64 6.65 6.66 6.68 6.6g 6.70 6.71 6.72 6.73 6.75 6.76 ~.71 
13R 4.59 4.74 4.8R 5.02 5.1~ 5.?R 5.41 '5.53 5.65 '5.77 5.80 6.01 6.12 6.?j h.~4 
Z 7.21 7.22 7.24 7.25 7.26 7.27 7.2g 7.30 7.31 7.32 7.33 7.35 7.36 7.37 7.~P 
14k 4.~4 4.68 4.82 4.96' 5.09 5.22 5.35 5.47 5.5g 5.71 5.r? 5.g4 6.05 6.16 6.?7 
L 7.H1 7.83 7.84 7.86 7.87 7.88 7.90 7.01 7.92 7.04 7.9~ 7.g6 7.97 7.00 r.oll 
l~k 4.4b 4.62 4.76 4.89 ~.02 5.15 5.2R 5.40 5.52 5.64 5.75 5.86 5.97 6.U8 6.10 
Z H.41 0.43 8.4~ 6.46 6.48 P.49 8.51 8.52 8.53 8.'55 R.56 8.58 r.59 R.61 p.6? 
16R 4.41 4.55 '1.69 '1.82 4.05 5.0r 5.2[) 5.32 5.44 5.56 5.67 5.78 5.8g 6.no h.11 
Z Y.Ol 9.U3 0.04 ~.06 9.08 9.0 0 g.ll g.13 9.14 9.16 9.17 9.19 0.20 o.?? O.?~ 
17R 4.34 4.47 4.61 4.74 4.87 4.99 5.12 5.24 5.35 5.47 5.58 5.69 5.80 5. a l 6.n? 
L 9.60 9.62 0.64 0.66 9.6H 9.69 0.71 9.73 9.75 g.77 9.7R 0.80 0.82 a. Q 3 9."5 
laR 4.25 4.38 4.52 4.65 4.77 4.90 5.02 5.14 5.26 5.37 5.48 5.59 5.70 'i.RI ,,>.a? 
Z 10.1~ 10.20 10.22 10.2~ 1U.27 10.29 10.31 10.33 10.35 10.37 10.30 10.41 10.42 10.44 111.46 
191< 4014 4.28 4.41 4.54 4.6b 4.79 4.91 ').02 5.14 5.26 5.37 5.48 5.50 5.ha ':l.Rfl 
Z lll.75 1U.7R 10.nO 10.83 10.85 10.8A 10.90 10.92 10.95 10.07 lo.go 11.02 11.04 11.06 ]1.I'P 
20R 4.02 4.15 4.~H 4.41 4.53 4.65 4.77 4.RQ 5.01 5.12 5.23 5.34 5.45 5.56 ">.67 
Z 11.30 11.34 11.37 11.40 11.43 11.46 11.48 11.51 11.54 11.57 11.5'1 11.62 11.h4 11.67 It.6'1 
21R 3.87 4.00 4.12 4.25 4.37 4.49 4.61 4.73 4.85 4.06 5.07 5.18 5.29 '>.40 5.51 
Z 11.H4 11.88 11.91 11.9~ 11.98 12.02 12.06 12.09 12.12 1?16 12.10 12.2? 12.25 1??f1 12.31 
22R j.69 3.B1 3.94 4.06 4.18 4.30 4.42 4.53 4.65 4.76 4.8R 4.99 5.10 5.?1 5.32 
Z 12.34 12.39 12.43 12.41l 12.52 12.57 12.61 12.65 12.69 12.73 12.77 12.81 12.R~ 12.RR 12. 0 2 
23k 3.4d 3.~O 3.71 j.OJ J.95 4.06 4.1H 4.20 4.41 4.~2 4.64 4.75 4.86 4.oP ~.nq 
L 12.AlJ 12.86 12.92 12.97 13.03 13.08 13.14 13.IQ 13.24 13.30 13.35 13.40 13.45 13.40 Ij.5" 
24H .1.2.1 3.34 3.45 3.55 3.66 3.77 3.88 3.09 4.10 4.?2 4.33 4.45 4.57 ".h~ 4.AI1 
L 13.21 13.28 13.3'. 13.41 13.48 13.55 13.62 13.60 13.76 13.R3 13.90 13.96 14.03 14.09 14.1':l 
25R 2.90 3.05 3.14 3.23 3.32 .1.41 3.51 3.61 3.71 3.R2 3.94 4.06 4.18 4.31 4.Qj 
13.54 13.Ll 13.1,0 13.77 13.8h 13.95 14.04 14.13 14.23 14.32 14.41 14.51 14.60 14.6" 1".77 
2bll 2.69 2.75 2.E'l 2.(37 2.93 2. Q 9 3.06 3.14 3.22 3.32 3.42 3.53 3.66 3.Rn ,~.q'5 
13.77 13.H5 13.~3 14.03 14.13 14.23 14.35 14.47 14.60 14.73 14.8h 14.99 15.12 1">.?5 1S.3 M 
<'71< ".','1 2.47 2.40 2.51 2.53 2.54 2.56 2.59 2.64 2.69 2.74 2.81 2.all 3.01 3.15 
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FIGURE 8. FlOWNET FOR AXISYMMETRIC SEEPAGE FROM A POND THROUGH NONHOMOGENEOUS 
POROUS MEDIA WHOSE PERMEABILITY IS G~VEN BY K: 0.001 (0.60 PLUS 0.05Zr 
(SEE TABLE 6 FOR R & Z COORDINATES) 
53 
Table 6. Coordinates of Flownet on Fig. 8 
VAHlTlIIGI\l IrJ p[l,r/'f~AI1ILITY GIVLN ilY K=O.OOl(O.flO + O.O!)Zl 
31 NU~BEH OF EQUI-HEAD nnops= 27 H= 16.00 !JFI-'TH= 2.~,0 [1IMWTER= 6.:'If) <;FFI'AG[ CJ .1? 1 
4 8 9 If) 11 12 14 , h 
1H .O~ 1.27 1.80 2.20 2.55 2.86 3.14 3.40 3.64 3.87 4.00 4.30 4.50 4.ho 4.rp ~.n6 
L .00 .00 .lIO .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .on .no .00 .on .00 .00 .1"1 .011 
21, .lIO 1.23 1.78 2.20 2.!)5 2.86 3.14 3.40 3.64 3.fl7 4.no 4.30 4.50 4.6<1 4.f'1 '1.0~ 
L .44 .49 .!)O .50 .50 .~o .51 .~1 .51 .~2 .'12 .':>2 .~2 .'13 .~~ .':lj 
.31< .011 1.22 1.77 2.20 2.5!) 2.8fl 3.14 3.4fl 3.64 3.A7 4.n o 4.31J 4.'1n I~.ho '1./-\7 ".06 
L .9'1 I.UU 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.05 I.Uf> 1.0fl 1.07 1.07 1.11" 1.110 
41, .UU 1.21 1.77 2.19 2.54 2.ff> 3.14 .3.40 .3.64 3.87 4.0 0 4.3U 4.50 4.60 11."1 '--.116 
1.52 1.53 1.54 1.55 1.56 1.57 1.58 1.5a 1.59 1.flO l.fll 1.62 1.fl3 1.64 l.h~ 1.66 
51< .00 1.20 1.76 2.lE! 2.53 2.fl5 3.13 3.3<) 3.63 3.R6 4.0r 4.2il 4.4P 4.67 11.1'6 ',.114 
l 2.05 2.08 2.09 2.11 2.12 2.13 ?14 2.15 2.16 2.17 2.1H ?19 ?2n 2.?? ??~ ??4 
,," .OU 1.19 1.7:'> 2.17 2.52 2.83 3.11 3.37 3.61 3.84 4.0'0 4.26 4.46 4.64 4./-\~ ".11(1 
2.61 2.04 2.66 2.67 2.68 2.70 2.71 2.72 2.74 2.75 2.7fl ?78 2.70 ?81 2.f? ?M3 
7R .00 I.J9 1.74 2.15 2.'00 2.81 3.09 3.35 3.59 3.Pl 4.02 4.23 4.42 4.61 4.7R ~'oh 
L 3.17 3.21 3.23 3.25 3.27 3.28 3.30 3.31 3 • .33 3.34 .3.36 3.37 3.39 3.4n :'I.4? j.4j 
HR .lIO 1.1H 1.72 2.14 2.4b 2.79 3.0fl 3.32 3.5!) 3.77 3. o r 4.18 4.37 4.56 4.7~ 4. 0 1 
Z .3.7~) 3.1>0 3.82 3.84 3.R6 .3.87 3.89 3.91 3.92 3. Q4 3.9fl 3.97 3.90 4.01 I~.II/ 4.fl4 
Yk .Ou 1.16 1.71 2.11 2.46 2.76 3.03 3.2R 3.51 3.73 3.04 4.14 4.32 4.~n 4.f~ 4.H~ 
L 4 • .34 4.39 4.41 4.43 4.45 4.47 4.49 4.51 4.~3 4.54 4.~f> 4.58 4.flO 4.61 4.6< 4.6~ 
10;< .(JO 1.15 1.69 2.04 2.43 2.73 2.99 3.24 3.47 3.fl9 3.flo 4.08 4.27 4.4'1 4.6? 4.7/-\ 
l 4.93 4.9R 5.01 5.03 5.05 5.07 5.09 5.11 5.13 5.15 5.17 ~.19 5.21 ~.2? ~.?4 ~.26 
11k .00 1.14 1.bb 2.06 2.40 2.fl o 2.95 3.20 3.42 3.64 3.A4 4.03 4.21 4.3fl 4.~'1 4.71 
Z ~.53 ~.h9 5.61 5.64 5.66 5.6R 5.70 5.72 5.74 5.76 5.7R 5.80 5.82 5.fl4 ~.Hh ~./-\7 
12R .nll 1.12 1.64 2.03 2.36 2.65 2.91 3.15 3.37 3.58 3.7P 3.97 4.1'1 4.32 4.4R 4.h4 
L 6.13 6.19 6.22 6.24 6.27 6.29 fl.31 6.33 6.3!) 6.37 6.39 6.41 6.43 6.4~ h.47 6.4 0 
13k .00 1.10 1.61 2.00 2.32 2.fl1 ;>.86 3.10 3.32 3.52 3.72 .3.90 4.0R 4.2~ 4.41 4.'17 
Z 6.73 6.79 6.b2 b.85· 6.1l7 6.1<9 6.92 6.94 6.96 6.9R 7.0n 7.02 7.04 7.116 7.0'1 7.1(1 
14k .00 1.08 1.Sh 1.96 2.2b 2.56 2.81 3.05 j.26 3.46 3.65 3.R4 4.01 4.1P 4.34 4.4 4 
L 7.33 7.39 7.42 7.4~ 7.47 7.50 7.52 7.54 7.57 7.~9 7.61 7.63 7.65 7.67 7.fQ 7.71 
15R .00 1.06 1.!)5 1.93 2.24 2.51 2.76 2.99 3.20 3.40 3.50 3.76 3.93 4.1" 4.?6 4.41 
L 7.92 7.98 8.02 8.04 8.07 R.10 8.12 R.14 8.17 8.19 8.2J R.23 R.26 A.2H R.30 r.32 
10k .08 1.04 1.52 1.8M 2.19 2.46 2.70 2.a2 .3.13 3.33 3.51 3.69 3.A5 4.01 4.17 4.32 
Z e.!)l 8.57 il.f>U 8.63 8.66 8.69 8.71 A.74 8.76 R.79 8.R1 fl.A3 R.86 R.RR ~.9n M.O? 
1m .00 1.U1 1.4R 1.84 2014 2.40 2.64 2.H5 3.06 3 •. 25 .3.43 j.60 3.77 3.9? 4.117 4.22 
l 9.08 9.14 9.17 9.20 9.23 9.?6 0.29 9.32 'l.3!) 9.:n 9.40 9.42 0.45 0.47 o.~(1 ..,.~? 
18R .uu .9a 1.44 1.79 2.08 2.33 2.5fl 2.78 2.97 3.16 3.34 3.51 3.67 3.R2 ~.c7 4.11 
Z 9.63 9.(9 9.73 9.76 9.80 9.R3 9.86 9.R9 9.92 9.05 9.97 10.00 10.03 10.I)fl llJ.OR 1n.11 
19k .00 .95 1.39 1.73 2.01 2.26 2.48 2.69 2.88 3.06 3.23 3.40 3.55 j.71 3.AS 3.90 
L 10.17 10.23 10.27 10.30 10.34 10.37 10.41 10.44 10.47 10.50 10.53 10.56 10.60 10.63 In.fl6 10.68 
20k .00 .91 1.34 1.bb 1.93 2.17 2.30 2.59 2.77 2.95 3.11 3.27 3.43 .3.'>7 3.72 3.R~ 
Z lu.6r 10.74 10.78 10.8~ 10.86 10.R9 10.93 10. 0 7 11.00 11.04 11.U7 11.11 11.14 11.1R 11.21 1t.2~ 
21k .00 .1l7 1.28 1.59 1.85 2.07 2.28 2.47 2.65 2.R2 2.9P 3.13 3.?11 3.4? 3.56 '.h9 
Z 11.17 11.22 11.26 11.31 11.3~ 11.30 11.43 11.47 11.51 11.~5 11.5 0 11.63 11.67 11.70 11.74 11.7R 
221< .00 .fl3 1.22 1.51 1.7~ 1.97 2.1fl 2.34 2.51 2.67 2.8? 2.97 3.11 3.24 3.:H 3.51l 
Z 11.62 11.67 11.72 11.76 11.AU 11.84 11.88 11.93 11.97 12.02 12.06 12.11 12.15 12.20 12.24 1??0 
23R .UU .79 1.15 1.43 1.66 1.A6 2.04 2.21 2.36 2.51 2.65 2.78 2.91 3.04 3.1h ~.2R 
Z 12.0~ 12.09 12.1.3 12.17 12.22 12.2fl 12.30 12.35 12.40 12.44 12.4 0 12.~4 12.59 12.6~ 12.7" 1?7~ 
24k .UO .75 1.10 1.35 1.~7 1.75 1.92 2.07 2.21 2.34 2.47 2.59 2.70 2.Hl ?a? ~.03 
L 12.4~ 12.48 12.~2 12.5!) 12.59 12.63 12.6R 12.72 1?77 12.82 12.87 12.92 12.98 13.1)4 13.1n 1~.lh 
25R .00 .72 1.05 1.29 1.48 1.6!) 1.81 1.94 2.07 2.1R 2.29 2.39 2.49 2.~H 2.67 ?7~ 
L 12.P2 12.R4 12.87 12.90 12.93 12.Q7 13.00 13.04 13.09 13.13 13.18 13.24 13.20 13 • .3~ Ij.n, Ij.4R 
261~ .00 .70 1.01 1.24 1.42 I.SH 1.71 1.83 1.94 2.04 2.13 2.21 2.29 2.36 2.4;'> ?40 
L 1.3.17 IJ.1R 13.20 13.22 13.24 13.26 13.29 13.32 13.36 13.40 13.44 13.48 13.53 13.~9 13.fl~ 13.71 
27ri .00 .71 1.00 1.21 1.38 1.52 1.64 1.75 1.85 1.93 2.01 2.07 2.13 2.1H ??2 2.26 
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24 :"5 ?h 27 ?H 2 n 3rl '1 
6.40 6.56 h.71 6.fl7 7.03 7.1R 7.30 7.~4 
.no .on .nn .00 .00 .no .nn .11" 
h.40 b.56 b.71 6.Rn 7.U2 7.1H 7.j,> 7.~' 
.57 .57 .'iR .'>0 .59 .6U .b1 .h? 
6.30 6.55 6.71 6.R6 7.02 7.17 7.~? 7.47 
1.1'1 1.1h 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.21 1.?2 1.2' 
h.:'I1< h.5j 6.n8 h.R'I 6.'l7 7.1? 7.?n 7.',1' 
1.7'1 l.7(, 1.77 1.7 0 LRO I.R2 1.1'3 I."" 
h.33 b.40 b.n2 6.77 6.Y1 7.04 7.IQ 1.~1 
2.3~ 2.3h 2.~R 2.3 0 2.41 ?43 ?44 2.46 
6.?7 b.41 h."l6 6.6 0 6.R.I 6.96 7.(J4 1.?') 
2.oh ?97 2.<.10 3.01 .1.02 3.ll4 3.116 .1.11" 
6.211 b.34 6.4R 6.61 6.74 h.87 6.Yo 7.1? 
..l.57 3.5R j.hO 3.h? '.64 3.6':> j.h7 3.6 0 
6.1? 6.26 b.39 b.',? 6.6S 6.77 b.P') 7.1l0' 
4.11< 4.20 Q.22 4.23 4.2') 4.27 4.?,) 4.31 
h.17 I,. R 1 6.43 4.f':' h.':>5 4.P7 
1111) 4."4 :'.11) :'.2', :'.4iJ ~.~4 'J.n R ').£11 ~.9'J 6.01' 6.20 6.33 6.45 6.':>7 h.6" h.pn 
~.2d :'.60 :'.32 5.33 ~.3'::J S.37 ').39 5.41 '::J.43 ~.44 'J.4h '1.48 'J.'::JO '1.'J? '1.~4 
11,·: ~.[\I ~).1;2 :'.17 '1.32 '::J.46 '1.,)0 ').73 5.Ph '::J.9P b.11 6.23 h.3c, 6.47 6.':>1'. 1'.711 
:'.1") "."1 ':l.'<3 ~.g" ':l.07 '5. n o 6.DU 6.02 6.(1'1 b. I)6 6.0R 6.10 6.11 6.1.3 6.1" 
l~H '1.['" 4."', 'l.Ii', '::J.23 ~.37 5.'il 5.h4 5.76 '::J.S9 6.(11 6.13 h.25 6 •. ,6 6.4£1 r.',u 
u.':Jl b.~3 6.~:' G.'::Jb b.,)8 6.60 G.62 6.b4 h.66 6.68 6.60 6.71 6.73 h.7':> b.71 
LI,i 4.72 LI.I~7 :'.U1 :'.1'::J :'.28 5.
'
.2 5.54 ~.b7 :'.70 5.<11 6.0j n.1':> 6.2h b.,H 1:-.4" 
7.12 1.14 7.16 7.1e 7.20 7.?? 7.24 7.25 7.27 7.29 7.31 7.33 7.34 7.3n 7.,1-\ 
14k ~.~4 4.7rl 4.92 ':l.Oh :'.19 5.3? S.45 5.')7 '::J.60 ':>.Pl 5.93 h.04 6.1:' 6.26 h.37 
I 1.1.3 7.7', 7.77 7.7CJ 7.1\1 7.£13 7.11':l 7.1'.7 7.89 7. 0 1 7.03 7.g4 7.96 7.o p. H.PIl 
l':lH 4.':>:' 4.70 4.~3 4.97 5.10 5.?3 5.35 5.47 :..50 '::J.71 5.82 5.03 6.04 6.1') h.?':> 
l ~.J4 ~.36 8.31'. r.40 8.42 1l.44 P.46 R.4R H.50 9.52 8.'J4 8.56 1'..58 p.hll R.h? 
16k 4.40 4.1,0 4.'14 4.117 ':>.00 5.12 '>.24 5.36 :'.4P ~.'io 5.71 ~.82 '1.92 b.[lj h.14 
I 0."'1 8.Y7 8.40 9.01 9.03 9.0~ 0.07 a.no 9.11 9.13 9.]5 9.17 0.19 9.?1 g.?, 
17K 'I • .)" 'I.~O 4.oj 4.7" 4.1-19 5.01 ~.13 '1.25 '::J.J7 ~.4R ,).':>0 '1.70 5.flO ').01 h.lJt 
0.54 g.,)7 g.~~ ~.b1 0.G4 0.h6 c.bS 9.7n g.72 0.75 9.77 9.79 o.Rl 9.R~ g.f1':> 
1Hll 4.2', 4.J9 4.')2 4.6:' 'j.77 4.1'.9 5.01 5013 ').24 5.~,) 5.46 ':>.57 5.67 ~.7P ".I1R 
I 1u.16 1U.1b JlI.1Cj In.21 lU.23 10.26 10.2P 10.31 10.33 10.3~ 10.37 10.4U 1[1.42 111.44 1[).lJh 
1YK 4.13 4.26 4.3" 4.:'2 4.64 4.76 4.~8 4.00 :'.10 :..21 5.32 '1.43 5.5j 5.64 ~.74 
L 10.71 IlJ.74 In.?7 IO.IJO lU.83 In.ll'> 1n.8H 111.01 1[).93 10.06 10.9P 11.01 11.03 11.0b 1l.1If1 
cOF ..l.'h 4.12 '1.;"1 ',.:51 4.49 L!.bl 4.7? 4 • .04 4.9<, 5.[16 5.17 "'.27 '>.35 ':>.4R ':>.'111 
ll.cd 11.31 ll.J'1 11.31'. 11.41 11.L!4 11.47 ll.5!1 11.53 11.56 11.,)P 11.61 11.64 11.hb 11.6<1 
211< J.b2 ,1."5 4.[,7 4.19 4.31 4.43 4.54 '1.66 4.77 'l.RP 4.9 0 5.09 ~.20 ,> •. \(1 '1.UII 
Z 11.R~ II.l6 11.00 11.94 11.g7 12.01 12.04 12.08 12.11 12.15 12.1f1 12.21 12.25 12.?R ]2.'\1 
22H ..l.h3 ..l.75 3.1,7 ..l.9° 4.1U 4.22 4.33 1J.44 4.56 '1.67 4.77 4.88 4.90 'J.no "'.2[1 
lc.34 12.~8 1~.43 12.41 12.52 12.5h 12.60 12.65 12.60 12.73 12.77 12.R1 12.R,) 12.P8 12.9? 
c3R 3.4U 3.~1 3.b3 3.74 3.8'> 3.06 4.0R 4.1 0 4.30 4.41 4.5? 4.62 4.73 4.1-14 4. u " 
Z 12.A1 12.fh 12.02 12.97 13.03 13.08 13.14 13.10 13.24 1,.30 13.3':> 13.40 13.45 1~.4~ 13.~4 
241l 3.13 J.?4 3.34 3.44 3.55 3.6'" 3.76 3.P7 3.97 4.0R 4.10 4.30 4.42 4.5~ 4.64 
I 13.2~ l"l.29 13.3'> 13.42 13.49 13.56 13.h3 13.70 13.77 13.113 13.9n 13.97 14.03 14.no 14.1~ 
2:'K c.R4 2.92 3.u1 3.09 3.1d 3.27 3.37 3.46 3.57 3.h7 3.78 3.S9 4.U1 4.13 4.2" 
Z 13.':l5 13.b3 13.71 13.79 13.A7 13. 0 6 14.05 14.14 14.24 14.33 14.4? 1'1.51 14.6[1 14.60 14.77 
~6R ?"~ ~.00 ;.b5 2.71 2.77 2.R3 ?80 2.96 3.05 3.14 3.24 3.35 3.47 3.60 :'1.7'> 
l 1J.7J Ij.I\6 13.Q':> 14.04 14.14 14.25 14.36 14.4R 14.61 14.73 14.P6 15.no 15.13 15.26 1'1.:'11-\ 
c1H 2.2d 2.30 2.32 2.33 2.34 2.35 2.37 2.39 2.43 2.L!7 2.53 2.59 2.67 2.77 ?01 
Z lj.G1 13. 0 rl 14.Gh 14.15 14.2') 14.37 14.':>1 14.67 14.83 14.09 15.16 1~.34 15.~4 15.75 lh.UIl 
54 
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FIGURE 9. FLOWNET FOR AXISYMMETRIC SEEPAGE FROM A POND THROUGH NONHOMOGENEOUS 
POROUS MEDIA WHOSE PERMEABILITY IS GIVEN BY K= 0.001 (1.24 MINUS O.03z) 
(SEE TABLE 7 FOR R & Z COORDINATES) 
Tab I e 7. Coordinates of Flownet on Fig. 9 
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2.117 2.:.n ?~6 2.71> 2.'16 3.14 3 • .11 5.llfl .1.63 .1.71'. ~.o·, 1I.1l£-, 
2.~)') 2.';'0 ?~," ;:>.",4 2.5 Lf 2.'04 2.'14 ;:>.:'3 2."5 ?'i~ 2.',;'> :-'.'-,2 
2.01l 2.34 2.57 2.78 2.97 3.15 3.33 .I.4'l 3.1'>~) 5.1-'11 .~."4 4.11" 
3.1h 3.17 3.17 3.17 j.11'> 3.16 3.16 3.1:' :1.1" 3.1" ~.14 '.14 
2.flg 2.35 2.:'8 2.7'1 ~.'11l 3.17 3.311 3.5n 3.66 3."J :'.Of, 4.11' 
j.~O ~.70 :1.70 3.79 3.78 :1.78 3.7P 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.7h -.71'> 
2010 2.:'>0, ?'o11 ?79 2.'19 3.11' 3 • .1:' -:1.52 ."i.1:>7 .~.IU .I.'n li.l1 
4.1i1 '1.41 4.41 '1.110 Q.4f) ' •• 40 4 •. ~'1 '+.511 LI •. "i" 4 •. ~R Ii.'" 4.57 
20lU 2036 2.:''l 2.PO .1.00 "i.18 3.36 3.:'3 3.1'>11 .l.R4 3.">1 'I.l? 
:'.IL' '-,.02 C).02 5.(12 :'.01 ').n1 5.01 5.(10 '-,.Oll :'.111l 4. 0 Q 4. 0 0 
2ol11 ?:lh 2.~() 2.111 3.00 3.19 3.37 3.~d 3.6<; 3.H') .~.O() 1i.1'1 
5.63 :,.103 5.1>3 5.62 :'.1'>2 ~.62 5.62 ~;.1'>1 ':J.61 S.61 ".611 ').I'>n 
2010 ?31'> 2.~)<J 2.R1 3.01 .3.1'l 3.37 :1.54 3.71l .l.H,) 4.1111 1l.14 
6.23 6.?3 6.23 6.23 6.23 6.22 6.22 6.22 6.22 6.21 G.?1 6.?1 
20102.36 2.5'l 2.Rl 3.013.193.:)7 3.:'4 3.71l ,~.86 '1.[111 Ii.l;' 
6.R3 I'>.A3 I'>.R3 6.83 6.82 I'>.R2 6.H2 6.A2 6.82 I'>.R2 6.A2 £-'.R1 
2010 2.3'1 2.59 2.RO 3.00 3.19 3 •. H 5.:'4 3.70 3.R'o 4.[11' 4.1'1 
7.111 7.41 7.42 7.42 7.42 7.1l2 7.4? 7.4? 7.42 7.42 7.U? 7.4? 
2.(1g 2.34 2.':J8 2.7'1 2.'1Q 3.11l 3.36 3.53 3.60 .l.R~ 4.rn 4.1'-, 
7.Q'l 7. n " R.IlO '3.00 8.00 R.no A.Ol B.01 fl.. 01 fl.n1 1'.[11 p.(ll 
2.07 2.33 ?S6 2.78 2.9R 3.16 .1.34 3.':>1 3.611 3.R3 3.'10 4.13 
8.:,:, R.56 R.~7 A.57 8.5e R.~8 8.5 0 R.~'1 1'.59 R.60 A.60 1'.61 
2.06 2.31 2.:'4 2.75 2.95 3.14 3.32 3.49 3.1'>~ 3.RI 3.°6 Q.l1 
Y.I0 9.11 0.12 9.13 Y.14 9.15 9.1~ a.ll'> 'l.17 'l.If' '-l.lR O.J" 
2.03 2.28 2.:'1 2.72 2.92 3.11 3.2'l :1.46 3.62 3.7f' 3.'-lj 4.0R 
9.64 9.1'>5 '1.66 0.67 9.6 0 0.70 9.71 9.72 9.73 '1.74 '1.7'-, 0.76 
lLJ.ll1 10.10 1110le 1!1.13 1001:' 10.11'> 1(1.18 In.2D 10.21 111.?3 10.?:' 10.?1'> 1(1.28 10.2'1 111.31 1" •. ~2 
1'11< .00 .Y3 1.,:;" 1.6') 1.96 .".;:>1 2.43 2.fi4 2.83 :1.01 3.1" 3.36 3.52 3.67 .'.I'~ 3.<)1' 
L lU.:'tl 10.58 1I1.uO IO.b? 10.64 10.1'>6 10.68 10.70 10.72 10.74 10.76 111.7R 10.80 10.A3 111.1'') 1f).HI'> 
2Uf< .Ot) .Y1 1033 1.6:' 1. 0 2 2.11'> ;:>.3A 2.58 2.77 2.95 3.12 j.2R .~.44 .1.£-'11 .~.7'-, ~.l.lIl 
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FIGURE 10. FLOWNET FOR AXISYMMETRIC SEEPAGE FROM A POND THROUGH 
NONHOMOGENEOUS POROUS MEDIA WHOSE PERMEABILITY IS GIVEN BY 
K= 0.001{1.48 MINUS 0.06Z) (SEE TABLE 8 FOR R & Z COORDINATES) 
59 
Table 8. Coordinates of Flowne1 on Fig. 10 
,)1 L,l!t.li!l" Of' EOUI-IIEl\ll DfWPS= .118 
6 7 10 11 12 1:< 14 1'-, 
j .< ol, ,) • " 1 1. :3 7 1 • C) I- 1 .93 2 • 1 6 ? • 3 7 ? • "> 5 " • 7 3 r • f' 9 3 • fl~, :~ • 1 q ~ • 3 3 ~ • 'I(, " • <," '. ,;> 
.flU .11(1 .uu .OU .no .Iln .(10 .(1[1 .on .no .fl[1 .00 .(1[1 .flll .1''' .!II' 
<::,< .11,1 .','3 1.Y) 1.06 1.'1" 2.15 2.36 ?5~ 2.73 ?S9 3.D'-, 3.1'13.,'3 3.'17 _~.f'" ~.,;> 
L .t"" .t l) .,',1; .b,1 .he .h8 .68 .hEJ .67 .h7 .67 .r,7 .r,7 .hh .f,h • hi'< 
3,) .,10 .n? 1.34 1.t'l1> 1.92 2.16 2.37 2.~f, 2.73 2.°0 3.Uf, 3.20 3.3'-, 3.411 ,~.f'l :'>.7'1 
lo.\u !o3" l.:j~ 1.3~' 1.3~ 1."'\1\ 1.34 1.'14 1033 1.3'1 1.:l'I 1.52 1.32 1.,11 ],,'1 1.31 
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2ol:, 2. f..:' 2.111 ;'.1I1 2.1I0 2.flO 1.,)0 1.9<1 1.9R 1.9R 1. 0 7 1.')7 1.96 1. 0 6 1. 0 "> 1.<14 
:)" .flU .':2 1.~") 1.c,/ 1.94 2.18 2.3'1 2.~o 'C.77 2."4 3.10 .l.2~) 3.,'1" ,~.,,:\ '1.rh ',.1<1 
0:.0[) 1 ;,'.(,7 ?t h ?hi.> 2.6~ 2.h4 2.64 2.63 2.63 ?h2 2d,1 ?'11 2.60 2.'-,') 2.')" 2.">1 
",i .L"I .Yj 1.:"(, 1.u" 1. 0 6 2.?0 2.41 2.61 ;>.7 0 :>.'16 3ot2 3.21'1 3.42 3.~6 :'.-/11 ".p, 
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I 11.'-,n 11.,,6 11.~2 11.~0 11.bj 11.65 11.68 11.71 11.74 11.76 11.79 11.82 11.f'6 11.flY 11. 0 ,? 11.Y~ 
221l '['iI .'11 1.j3 l.l,'I 1.'11 2.15 ;;>.36 2.<;6 2.74 2.92 3.01' ,~.2!'o '1.40 3.'06 3.71 3.Hh 
L ll.'n 11. n 4 11.9f ll.ge 12.01 12.1.14 12.06 12.11l 12.13 12.16 12.2[1 12.2.3 12.27 12.31 1?.:l~ 12.3<1 
2.)ll .110 .1'9 1.31 1.b2 1.Rh 2.10 2.31 2.50 2.6R ?H4 3.0(1 3.16 3.30 .3.45 :'1.:-'1 :'I.7,~ 
12.29 1~.;>q 12.31 12.33 12.36 12.39 1?42 12.45 12.40 12.52 12.:'6 12.60 12.h~ 12.6'1 1?74 12.7 0 
24,< .Illl .bS 1.29 1.59 1.84 2.0h 2.26 2.44 2.61 2.77 2.9? 3.n6 3.20 3.,'i'~ ,~.47 ,'i.hn 
L 12.62 12.62 12.b4 12.66 12.6tl 12.71 12.74 1?77 12.81 12.'14 12.(10 12.<)3 12.9R 13.i)j 13.119 16.14 
2~" .011 .nil 1.21' 1.:'7 l.R2 2.(13 2.22 2.~9 2.55 2.70 2.114 2.97 3.10 3.22 3.,'i4 3.4:' 
L 12.~3 12.93 12.04 12.96 12.9P 13.01 13.03 13.06 13.10 13.13 13.17 13.21 13.26 13.31 13.:l7 1~.43 
2bi< .flu .I<R 1.cl 1.,,6 l.f'LJ 2.00 2.18 2.35 2.!'o0 2.64 2.77 2.89 3.00 3.11 3.;>1 ,~.,\1 
L 1J.;>2 13.22 13.23 13.2b 13.26 13.2il 13.30 13.33 13.35 13.'19 13.42 13.46 13.'-,0 13.'-,~ !.'i.hl 13.67 
27r1. .110 .'<0 1.2'1 1.:,h 1.79 1.99 2.16 2.32 ;>.46 2.'i9 2.71 ;>.R2 ?'1? 3.112 ,~.I'1 ,~.1° 
Z l~.~ll 13.~O IJ.~l Ij.~l 13.~2 13.~3 13.~)~ 13.57 1j.5Q 13.~1 13.64 13.67 13.71 13.75 13.prl l~.H~ 
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4.64 4.77 4.89 5.01 5.13 :'.25 :'.36 5.47 '1.58 5.68 '1.70 ..,.pu 
7.50 7.49 7.48 7.47 7.4fl 7.45 7.44 7.43 7.42 7.40 7.39 7.38 
4.68 4.f'l1 4.04 5.06 5.18 5.30 5.41 5.53 ~.h4 "'.75 5.A5 ..,.u6 
M.1U 8.09 R.09 fl.OR R.07 e.06 8.05 8.04 8.03 R.02 R.Ol /J.1I11 
4.71 4.84 4.07 5.10 5.?2 5.34 5.4h 5.58 '1.69 5.80 5.91 h.lI? 
8.70 R.70 8.60 8.6R 8.6R H.67 B.6h 8.6'" A.h5 8.64 B.h3 R.6? 
4.734.86 5.no 5012 5.25 ~.37 "'.50 5.h2 ':>.73 5.R~ 5. ( 1) f..1l7 
9.30 9.29 0.29 9.29 9.?P 9.28 0.?7 9.26 0.26 9.25 9.24 0.?3 
4.74 4.1'7 5.01 "'014 5.27 5.40 5.52 5.64 'J.7h 5.flfl 6.1l0 6.11 
9.8b Y.RR o.Rf'l 9.88 0.R8 9.8fl 9.87 9.87 9.R7 9.R6 0.f'l6 0.1''''' 
4.72 4.86 5.00 5.14 ').27 5.40 5.53 5.66 5.7fl ~.qo 6.02 f..14 
10.46 lU."b 10.46 10.47 10.'17 10.47 10.47 10.47 11l.47 10.47 11).41) l(1.4h 
4.69 4.H4 4.9fl ').11 5.25 5.3Q 5.52 5.h5 5.78 5.91 6.03 1).1h 
11.01 11.03 11.04 11.05 11.05 11.06 11.07 11.07 11.07 11.0fl I1.IJA 11.11'1 
4.64 4.78 4.Q2 5.07 5.21 5.35 5.48 5.1)? ':>.75 5.RQ 6.02 h.15 
11.Sb 11.57 11.59 11.61 11.h2 11.64 11.65 11.6~ 11.67 11.68 11.69 11.ho 
4.55 4.70 4.84 4.99 ~.13 5.27 5.42 5.56 5.70 5.84 ..,.Q7 f..1t 
12.07 12.10 12.13 12.16 12.1fl 12.20 12.23 12.25 12.27 12.28 12.30 1?31 
4.44 4.~(1 4.73 4.87 5.02 5016 ~.31 5.'16 5.60 "'.7~ :'.90 6.114 
12.:'~ 12.60 12.64 12.68 12.72 12.75 12.79 12.82 12.85 12.87 12.90 12.a~ 
4.2g 4.43 1J.57 4.71 4.86 5.01 ~.16 5.31 5.46 ~.6? 5.78 5.q~ 
D.OO 13.0b 13.11 13.17 13.22 13.27 13.33 13.37 13.42 13.46 13.5(1 1:1.'14 
4.11 4.24 4.37 4.51 4.1)5 4.80 4.95 5.11 5.27 5.43 5.(',0 ~.77 
13.3~ 13.46 13.54 13.61 13.69 13.76 13.83 13.90 13.97 14.04 14.1n 14.1') 
3.')U 4.01 4.13 4.26 4.39 4.53 4.67 4.R3 5.00 :'.17 5.3G ..,.~.., 
13.72 13.81 13.90 13.99 14.0Q 14.19 14.30 14.40 14.50 14.59 14.68 ]Ll.77 
3.oH 3.77 3.Sh 3.97 4.0r 4.20 4.33 4.47 4.63 4.81 5.nl "'.24 
13.97 14.07 14.18 14.30 14.42 14.55 14.69 14.83 14.97 15.11 15.25 15.~~ 
3.4(', 3.52 3.58 3.64 3.72 3.82 3.02 4.IJ4 4.16 4.31 4.49 4.71 
14.1:' 14.2:' 14.37 14.51 14.67 14.83 14.09 15.1f. 15.34 15.54 15.7') 16.1111 
60 
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SUMM..A.RY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The rnethods used in obtainIng the nurnerical solutions to seepage 
from ponds are applicable to other seepa.ge or potential fluid flow problerns 
with free surfaces an.d axial syrnrnetry". Wb.He the details will need rnodi-
fica tion depending upon the problenl" the essential difference between the 
solutions to other proble:ms will be in the boundary conditions., The 
cornrnonly encountered boundary c:ond2tions, hCY'\iVever,. are present in 
the problerns of seepage: frnrn ponds, W:Hh fhe speed s and core 
rnernories oJ present day d con1.prl'ters p the ITlethod easily can be 
applied and prograrnIT1ed to get the nece s 
design and analysis. 
Additional work is needed in establi 
information for engineering 
the overall accuracy of 
the solution~L As with aU finIte difference so]u.tions~ it is difficult to 
deterrnine the accuracy of the solutiofLs. Wl--jle approxirnate rnethods 
are available for establishing the bounds of discretization errors for 
linear equations (the best known IS that of GerschgoriD 9 see reference 5), 
exact analytic rnethods for appraising total errors (especially for non-
linear equations) probably wiU not be available in the irnrnediate future, 
There are several alternative rneans available for giving sorne idea of 
the accuracy of the solution. An easy approach is to solve the sarne 
problern twice using two different grid spacings. If an appreciable 
difference exists in the t\VO results .. the conclusion can be drawn that 
the coarser grid netw'ork has tau large a spacing and the accuracy is not 
good, Increasing the number of grid points has not changed the solution 
to a probleITl of seepage froIn pond through hOITlogeneous porous ITledia 
appreciably~ in which this was done, Perhaps the best ITleans of 
obtaining an indication of the error involved in the solution is to cOITlpare 
the results with those of a ITlore exact anal c solutiono While such a 
cOITlparison cann.ot be lllade in the case of probleITls described herein, 
such cOITlparisons have been ITlade between analytic solutions and siITlilar 
finite difference solutions to plane seepage flow probleITls through hOITlO-
geneous porous ITledia (11? 12), Tbese latter solutions generally agree 
to three significant digits, Owing to the additional cOITlplicating 
features for axisYITlITletric probleITls and for nonhoITlogeneous porous 
ITledia;; slightly less accuracy is expected in the soluti.::ns given hereino 
The general order of accuracy should be cOITlparable; however, 
laboratory experiITlents~ which dupU.cate the conditions of the problems 
solved herein~ are needed to verify thi~ COJn.rlusionc 
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APPENDIX A - FORTRAN program to solve seepage from axisymmetric 
pond through homogeneous porous media. 
I ~ r t.)L; r-" 
I I, T:: ~ l,< I If' ("O) •• J,. (·.f )) 
I [I-<L [Xl' (~U) 
CC[- ..!Gf. i,{')(j.~)l)),i ('JD,~O) Lt·f ,\r\,I-!\C,l-r'~J'(?'C ,F~J~"~)L~'l"~,!S'''I~I,';C",i\,', 
1.1 . -)~. , i ,I- ) , 11 . I TIL,' , \ ).. , , II) I"r, '1. it·~, ,!\ c: 2 , r ~ f -I? 
',',- ',,,. CF ',Tf._r"JL Id.S. :.C. c.~ [nUI-lrTAl f,[AL DROf-'<'. "~x- 7f Y • ~(l. 
,;< IT,',(',TIL"'o I'['~' IrT'=-~,. .ITIL- IFllSS THM' /cP(1 HdTIALl7br FIFLr \If,luf-e; 
.'Ill C",,'IGiLL) 2~ 1 \iAlGlS f-(R FIELL) ARE FiEAll 1'., I~? ONLY I'C'llmARY VIIL')fS 
/",t "E."J I, IL'- H;. CF 1T,"("Tll-',:; I-H·FOii[ llcur,nllPY IS ADJUSTFrl. 
i',liIT :.1.'. CF ITF ATI"I.S LT"'fF:~l PI,'I~,TI.IG (1F 1'[5l;LTS. \,- OVEP-PELAXATIot, FACT. 
E",( l,,·".,~ f'Ala/,[ Tl,'. , ,\C- IF LESS THA'J I." HI)I";[)I\RY OF H IS 1<[11" 
G- '). CF ITlkAl 10:: [(, H.ITIALIlr. I VIII IF .GT. n CARCS r,r,F l'lJ"LHb" 
1 ['\J{S.100) r.Sd" • .'J/\X.I' ITIL.IlldflJT.\'.FRP.FAC.G.f-'UNf' 
jF(,~S .E:..lJ. l]CJ) CI..... Trl qCj 
Ill:: H]kl·,~T{GI:'."< l' .c,) 
dAu{:,,jLJll (l(I,lfOu).J=I.rS) 
101 ,: 1m:", T U,F 1 O.~') 
IF{J,,lTll .LT. <'I ;" TO 13 
,U j[ 7 1=1.1.,1-
j87 t,Lf\,-,,(~,c:~l) (r\(l, ... j),...J=l,i~l) 
,(' yo, I' 1=1,!\f, 
3d" 1[;·.,(',.221) (Z{I.J) • ..J=ld,S) 
221 fCI,,,,'T(1bf-~.<'1 
1.3 :,Si··..:r ~J-l 
r.s~=, S-2 
i ,hi· =r,f'-1 
i.rl...·=f.t-'_~ 
~S..)=j'iS-..: 





~ ",,=1.1, ,I 
i.r~lTl (up 102) j"S.i./-I,\ ;'..X, ,/,ERk 
t-l)k~·"·IT(Ir. .jll·,S=.r~.4IJ /,11=01:;.:'1-< vAX=.rS.3H ,'=.F6.2.')f! "1'R=.Flf1.f>l 
LALL ~:CORU 
LOf- =f·. 2eJ4*2 (r;H. ,.0,) If- r,H 
[,[LS 1=::.1.1<1 { (f- (2.1) -R ( 1 • I ) ) "*2~ L (2. 1 ) .. * 21 
f.::J1 Jf~ ,';= u • lJ 
L 0 ~t? .... =?,~"S 
, E L S~'= -' ,'n ( {h (2 • v) -" ( 1 • J 1 ) * * 2~ l ( ? • u) .... ? ) 
,) [L ., { u 1 = L C f' .. { R ( 1 • v ) ... 2 -,' ( 1 • ..J - 1 ) * • 2 ) / { r E L c. 1 f[, E L S 2 1 
:)L:I··~ =SlJi'-' C + Gt.LG (,J) 
L:[LSl=uC:LS2 
I,RI H It.,,:,e3) SUvl,;. (LLL,}{J) ,..J=2.f6) 
~Ci<J!\T{I:,h Sr.Ef'AGE RATE =.FI0.3ol0FIO.3.1.4{')Xol2FI0.3l) 
"'1=1 
~ .. ' 2= It) 
IF-(,~=-- .("T. t,S) rJc.=:"S 
:.fll Tf. {(,. l{)j) 




j C :. 1=1. I'.~ 
."ITl{lJolG7) (,,,, • ..;) .J="I,,'2) 
"<lTl{,,.10b) (L{l • .j)'J=r.:l ... c') 
I (."'"J ,\ f I 1 dJ • 1l F [ • _ ) 
H)K .. ;' T (11' ,ji:Fb •. :,) 
1~1·, .l' .. ,,5) (I T,' 
1=.' t 10 
c~=i\c...+lo 
_~ ~' r ~~ 7 
t' Ii· ( ,', ',., • L I. • l' II ee: Tn 
<) ,~ 1= 1.1." 
() 1, J=ld,S 
j 1 t (J)':: 1IJ L ." (I. u ) t • ' 
1 \ ilL (,,- ) = ll~ l ... , ( 1 , oJ ) + •. I 
.. ~il, (I.Ie,,) (JI,,{J)'J=\d.SI 
. [) 1 1 (I, 1 :' 4) (~r ~ (,-, ) , ,j= 1 , [. '.-, ) 
:,_ Gi. 1 i. r .L,L 
ll'" r C)".I·., T (l"j 'c) 
C r' l 
, 1 l., ~J 
t.' ,L 
-" • ;-. ~ ): Y L C-,l, 
)\'1 I..l i ~.L ',Lee, ~ 
>L. \':.,1)) 
'. ( t II , ~ 0) , L ( ~; , l:.J ) , E I"'; S , :; , ~ .'\ f\ , I- ~ lS , r.~ , C C , 1="':1' , P l. ~ Ii" , LIe.. , I\~~! , I'. c:/,! , 
... ' i ',' 1: I r I L, II l., " \ ~ 1 , 
:'L (I .".~) i If r ,b 
1 t- \ ~ 1 IlL .; 1. ~ ~ ) T ~' 
....,=1, [.':.1 
1 ,: (1 • ~) =L .1: 
,< (I. 1) =u. G 
~ 0 (... I =£. .r.I' 
• ( ~ , 1) =L.. u 
? I{l. '.,)=i(J-l.' '.).,~( 
.... (I .... : = 1, f ~~ '.; 
L~,= (r ,: 1I..J) 
lUI .:~*{1.-{llI,rT{v-ll/FI.S)"2)*/C 
;':0 I =c:.. , ~.I \.~ 
f-Al f-l v i-Tll-l)/f-I,i' 
j L(l'J)=lL~ f crF*{j.-tHC)'*2Hf-AC 
'::L ii.: ,) =..: ((·,h.l) 
:"Sfd.=r'.s 
iF (< "t' ,,>I. 1. eJ) ,_ f" to 1 
r·,S;~I.=r .. .J·' 
I(L}{ .... (~',--11) (/ (I ,....,) ,v::.1 ,r,~) 
j·t.I-,IJ{~'L..ll) (r' (,rJ~,,J) ,J=l,' S) 
\, l H 1..' ( :. , :... 1 1 ) (~- ( I • i '. S ) , I = 2 , I .1 . IV: ) 
211 f- UIW f 1 (cf 1".' ) 
61 : ,G=-_ 
i\K~,=" 
44 LJO '-t u=2,~~r.[ 
If- L,sr,'·! .le... ~,c,~.) GC T'; c2 
II ( 1 • ~ ) =::" I II T (, (I. ~ - 1 ) •• ;:> ~ 2 ... { Z ( ;: • J ) _ I. ( 1 • J) ) ) 
k (I",. J) ='oG,n {R {r",. J-l 1 * *2~2 ... { 7 ("'H. J) _I (' .f''-'. J) ) ) 
b2 '<R=,l(1.~1 
!.lIf-=. r'-I~(r,~I'.j) 
UU 't 1..:.,-, f,j--," 
4 ,dl.Jl=,.I·,-L.!f '{FLOAl (j-ll/f-;,ffl*.? 
IF (i\"K • E c.. ;.) GI.. fG ') 
Kr: "=~' 
llJ fl) 'H 
[,0 14 K=1.NG 
lJO 77 1=2.N"I. 
t'.{I.I)=.S.{Z{I~I'I)+t'.{I-l'l)l 
[;0 77 ..J=2.I\S,' 
PT2=;--{I,....)*.? 
t'.T=. ~/ (1. +1<1 c· ) * It'. (I ~ 1. J) ~z ( I-l,.j) ~RT2* {Z ( I. J~ 1 ) ~Z (I. J-l ) ) ~. ". {7 ( I ~ 
:;, 1. J) -,' ( j -1. J 1 1 * {" ( I. J~ 1) -Z ( I • J-l) ) ) 
77 Z(! ... JJ=L(I.JJ+W*(LT-Z(I,J») 
14 LOI, [ 11.l-t. 
107 FOI<::q (III .1bF3.,:,) 
5 ;~CGLr T=lJ 
[;0 D.: 1=101,1-> 
Gj ,'C (I) =-1 (!.1) 
1 U SUi- = '. I, 
uG I 1=,011,', 
I 1~=.2u~U202U202*P(I'2)*"2 
~lj~=!l{I~I)-ZC{I-ll 
CGi-~, • t • 202UC'02(Jc */ 12"+ ,J T 2 
,~L ( 1 ) = I I.e ( I + I ) + l L ( I-I ) t ( fiT;' -! .20 <' '!? 02 n; •. ' 13'.' ) • I ( I .;:- ) ) Ie C''' 
1> «', (ll .UT. 211. II IC{I):.:.'1I.2) 
(' ( 1 , i ) :: J. • r 1, lOll .1" <... ~ ( ! ) - • () 1 \: 1 n 1 (, 1 :+: / ( I , :? ) 
lei ..... =c. ,r.:". 
HT.2=1 (1, ..... J ."c 
< T =-. ~J ( 1 • t,;Te ) .. {L ( I ' 1 • ..J) +Z ( I-l • .j) +,n?* {l ( I • J~ 1) + t'. ( 1 • ..J-I ) ) -! • ',. {I ( 1+ ~ 1 • ~) -7 ( 1-1 • u 1 ) .. {( ( j • J+ 1) -2 ( 1 • J-l ) 1 ) 
: 1f-=;l-I.{I. v ) 
'~UI:=',I',"'-! If *[, If 
7 , ( 1, , .. ') =, ( I ,.....J) t "*l Ir' 
,(..LU· T=I,_vL ~l+l 
J =J 
r' ' .• = ( C,.. (I (I, t ) • " - .• ' ( 1 , f J ) ;. .. -::.' ) I { I ( I • (J ) t I ( I , r-; ) ) 
:-·:")l.JI,=.~/S{A:~l ( ,I-S) 
t Sl.~( =-.-)>t[J:.l'),'/ I() 
i~ (·:(,'{I,l..Ul ,,1,11) .CT. \~) GC T:' 0 
I l ::. I • :." f- L.. v I, T (~ ) 
)hL:.. ....... ~L(c.-.'lJ-l.~t~(3.1)-t.3,J·~,'),.,3,) t/(4,lJ 
. -- H 1 .:.,~ • ..j< I (;: , -. ) - 1 • ~ .... ;" ( .. , -'_ ) + • j j..) .3 ,l 3 3 -t. • ' ( l.l. , ? ) 
, ·11,-- = .... ~ (o' , • ) - 1 • ' ... ,,' ( ,-), '» of • .3 ... ~ :. j 5 j."'. + _ ( 4 , 7 ) 
( ~ " ).: • I T ( ..; ( f-. 1) 
I ,', , f '~ 
"',::' ..... + i 
uh:':,).I, {L'" )-1. '(,"{ "'~')+.-':'~~~~..;j_.I;'~.;. (C,-') 
l_LLi=l. ':',-:~I-i( .. 'lf'J'()_.:ll~~';{.(r ~ .. ( 
( ... , .... !):. )~' I (. ( 1 " -1) t -t: ,! tl . L, ) I; ~ ) 
~ 
W 
L i·~v=[ ~. 1 
"R1=:·k2 
"~=L'fd 
>.l,=SOHT I i~ I 1, I,S~ ) .. *.'+L;P 1 +l.oI'2) 
". I 1,; ,S) =,,10 
u~"=1.b.)j33j3*2I'I,1)-3.'ZIIHW,1)+I.·'*l«:H2,1)- •. 333333YHII !:1,~,1) 
• 'k 1 = 1 • t~j.3 33 33 *7 ([\h, '- ) - ,) ... L (i'~~r--" ,? ) + 1 • ,;*Z (t 1142,2) -. :3 333 33~3 *7 (~jH3, 2) 
1;1< L= 1 • il333333 * Z I;.r' , 3 ) -3 ... Z I I .HIV , 3 ) + 1.5* Z I ~1112 , ,~) -.33333333* 2 I 1.113 oj) 
r\r~I..;=[ kC+Dkl 
IH;'"G .GT. o.U) GO TC 3C2 
10("'::2 
· .• ~ITt(o,.)lU) Null,Alit 
/\Fv=-rlt\G 
JIG FU~~A1I::,H ~OL=,l~'~h ARG=,~15.::',15) 
jll2 ;·:II.i1,2)=SGf<1 (Ald.,) 
uO 11 ,J=J.r."~ 
r',=u+ 1 
',k.5= 1. ,';.)333.33*2 11.1',1<,) -3. *z I r·nll., K) + 1. '1*2 I tl1-'2, K) -. 3333333'''Z (1'lff3, K) 
DLLL = 1. U ·3333333 * I L>, 1 +CI~ 2) - • 01'33333 j 3 * I DPO+Dln ) 
AflG=R 11.1-', ,J-1) **2+L,:::LI 







11 L,R2 ~Pj 
AkG r 1,.t>,~.'o,J)**2+C;<ltUI{2 
IFI IIG .GT. lI.O) GO TO 3116 
'.OL 




-.14 uR,,=I. ,i.3j3333*i 1,.1', Ii';) -3. *Z I:.H, NSM) + 1. '1*Z INH, "1'02) -.33333333*2 I ~IH, 
~ .'o~) 
Ill·: 1=1. ,4333333 *" II ,I-"V,;:S) -!' •• L I NHr-t, 'J'oiV) + 1.5*1 (i'HIV, ~IS2) -. 33333.333*Z 
:, (!,fll·'.,t"Sj) 
I=I,r'2 
L.,; fl2 = 1 • fj 3 333 3:: * Z I I 01" 5 ) - j ... Z I 1 , Ii S iV, ) + 1 • 5 * Z I I ri: '0 2 ) - • 3333:1 3:'1 ''1* 2 ( 1 , N S 3 ) 
LlLL=. 211833j333*1..I{O+. 33333333*uR 1-.04166<-66 7*llfl2 
k (r,iit', ,.'.0) =I'T* 11. +OELL)! l 1 • -CELl) 
12 ~=I-l 
L'fd= 1. tJ333333*7. I K rlIS) -3. *Z l K rI·JSIJ) +1. 5*Z If<', NS2) -. 33333333*Z I ~ , 'JS3) 
i.JELZ=. 27083j333* I OR1 +OR2) -.0208333333* I DRO+DR3) 





IFlI.lJ1.1) L-CT() 12 
L,ELL=.,,:,*IUR1+[)!>,,1 
RHb=l, 1.2,:6) .. I 1 • U-I C]t:LL) ! I 1. -l..LLZ) 
l R R = I' H ti- k L 
LRh=[Hk/lhcJ-~1) 
uO 14 I=2r1,llt· 
141{Il';.S)=RllrlS)-ERK*IRII,I\S)-RTl 
C [)O 1:) I=",t.Ht· 
IHI .G1. 2 .AH ... 1 .L1. NH~:) GC TO 22 
IFll .GT. 2) GC 10 c'''> 
i< l ,-,2) =Sul, T l • J*k l 2,:3) *.2) 
(,0 TO ",j 
2:' [) YI-' = • 3 j 3 3 3 3 j j * r' 1 '- , 1,1 , ) + • 5" f' I " , i'J H iV ) + • 16 Hi (, 6 6 6 7 * R I 2 , U 13 ) - R l 2 , i . h 2 ) 
CO Te) 24 
22 L..;I = .(",,,66067*1"11+1,2) -,,' 11-1 ,2» +. l!f',3333333*' I" l 1-2,2) _I} 11+2,2» 
24 ,'yr'=L'YC'!LYS 
"YS= 1 .ll3.3.333j*i, I 1 , 2) -3. +1: 1 1,3) + 1. S.R I I ,4) -.33"\33333*1-' l I ,!'» 
l... YSI~=L. 'y S*f· l 1,:2) ILPS 
v[L·l=(,. *C,CRT (DYI <i.JYf'+C)Y',k*OYSR) 
U-T=',c,n (VlLl<) 
I,Pf",=CF T *f--S I SI{ 
!~=LI- T:4l l S132 





R ( I ,2) =RAPI'JE T lA, b, C , 0, R T ) 
23 DO l~ ,J=3, tJSIJ 
A=-.5*(klI,J+1l+h(I,J_l») 
R24=R I I ,J+l )-1{ l I ,,J-l) 
1:J=1. 0- .125*k24*R24 
C=-.::'*IRII+l.Jl+kII-l,,J) ) 
I' 13=H I 1 + 1,,J) -R I I-l,,J) 
i.J= .125*R 13*1, 13 
RT=RII,J) 




IFISUfo' .GT. 10000.) GO TO 99 
IFlt'ODINCOUNT,NRIT) .GT. 0) GO TO 16 
wRITEl6r105) NCOUNT,SUM 
DO 18 I=l,NH 
18 wRITElbrl07) lRII,J) ,J=l,NS) 
DO 19 I=l,tJH 
19 "RITEI6,107) lZII,J),J=l,NS) 
16 IFISUfo' .GT. ERS .AND. NCOUNT .LT. MAX) GO TO 10 
WR ITE 1·6,105) Ncourn, SUM 
105 FORt'AT 18H IKOUNT=,15,9H SUfo'-R+Z=,F15.5) 
99 IFISUt' .GT. 10.*tRR) PUNH =0.0 
HETUHN 
END 
IN FOR I"EWTR3 






FUNCT=A*HT 3+B*RT 2+C *RT+D 
DFUNCT=A3*RT 2+82*RT +C 
o IF=FUIK T IDFUNCT 
RT=tlT-DIF 
NUM=NUM+ 1 










RT 3=RT *RT2 
FUNCT= I RT+A) *RT3+I:J*RT2+C*RT+D 








N XQT POI,OZK 
31 2U 100 
"- 51 1.6::' • 0001 2.(; 
14. a 14.01 14. l!2 :4.03 14.1)4 14.0(' 
14.13 14.16 14.20 14.2'1 14.2fl 14.33 
14.40 14.53 14. ')'J 14.6:' 14.72 14.1 Ii 
1::'.14 1::'.26 15.41 1".,,4 15.f>R 1,)./<3 
31 c:ll lULl 2 "1 1. u~ • 000 1 2.l 13.5 l.l. c,H 13.60 1.3.74 13. FC' 13. c n 
13 .14 13.2<, 1 q .... 7. [) 1".3'3 14.4h lLJ. :;4 
14.76 14. Pb 14.94 1".02 I!'>. II! 1 ~.18 



















1 r· • .34 
1 r. (] 
~ 
~ 
APPENDIX 8 - FORTRAN program to solve seepage from axisymmetric pond 
through nonhomogeneous porous media, whose permeability varies as 
k = ko ( oC. + (3 Z ) 
H, FG" l'lH JK,\ 
I;,ll"[,, III [:"U),jIL[~O) 
ht..J-\L ['I:..Ll. (~)l' 1 
~\[/\L K~i\' ,,,( ;,t\O,r,''\'KL!'tCl~,Kvj'KO/-l,f'..O~F'K3r]3,\I,3UL!\, 
'D'K3A~,;\C' r,,',~A?,r,:";j'r\H(J 
K3!ll\? ,J..:Zf.;2 
l0/·>·t.:r,. :",l:,O,::U) '.:...(:)0,50) .[IJI\'il,f-f\C,F'!S,G,C ,Fr!tI,PUJ\Jh,r S,t--'t.,'4S'J:, 
1..1·/ S j , : . t ,j , 1 r ~ I 1 I L , ~. 1\ X , r . ~ IT, I! ~ , { .1- ,".. , r-.. S? , f\ H? , A , 
'fK()'t<.'~'ur.f-\,~,,),Tf-\,~'L'fl ,f-.iL( 1,/\';:"/1.3,KC2,y,nj'r~ ,LJK('j.fl?,£J3'K('I"V,(,I .... • 1" )I-I?-
1. Or,jH3 • K 3L 2 i\ • c,K 3L2" • BT, K jl· A2 • T~ c,,'? r • JI' 3l'2 A • SI\ 3l' A;:> • TK 31 '~.? • y 2',2. 
hi 'l\Lu2, r,!;A.3 J Cf': 3;\j, K2r~/\' K2A2, td",2A2, i~2A, .-'1\2, K~l,3, CC4, CC3~~ 1, C(31)2, (C31 , 
i CCj2 • ll;:Y 2. l C 21!3 • C C <:~l4, CC? 1. CC 22. C C 1 R 1 • C C 1 1;2 • CC l'~ 3. C C 1 R4 • CC 11 • C C 1? 
~.ClU~1.lC0k2.K~C.CCGl.CC2"1 
1 HE AU ( ~, • 1 ,J G) ~,S. ~.I " iJ A X • 1 NIT 1 L • If' • ~J R IT. \'! • ERR. F ~ C • G • f' i.J 1\" 
i'JS- [1.0. Ct- S1REArtLII',ES. I\h- ~,O. OF EQUI-TOTAL f'EAl; JROf'S. "nx- 7f1.X. NO. 
OF IH.',OTIGIIS Pl!H'ITTEl). rr:ITIL- HLFSC; ThMJ ZERO UJITIALIZf' FIfU' II~LUf-') 
ARE Cv,·.PUTElj 21- 1 \iIlLi.JES "'OR f-IELU AhL I·TAn Hi IF 2 O~JLY I"OL'r,1Af'Y VALlIF', 
ARE HEI\" II, IlJ- 1<0. OF ITblATIO~!S tlEFORi:: HOLI~!UI\RY IS AOJUSTfO. 
[mil 1,0. vf- ITlATICf',S HET'/.EEI' PRINTII,G OF PE5liLTS. "1- OVEP-I-'ELIIYIHICr, FACT. 
EPR ERROk I"ARAI.'[TER. FAC- IF LESS THAtI 1.'~ I'')\''IDARY OF R IS RU\" 
G- 1,0. OF ITEkll110hS TO HIITIALIZE. Pli~JH IF .c,T. [) CARDS ARE PU'ICHE[l 
If- Ii,S .lJ. ge) GC TC 99 
IOU FOR~ATluIS.~FI0.S) 
1·.t_Aed'" 101) KOO.r,.;, 









F 1.1 ,=I.H" 
~Rj Tt lu.1LJ2) f\.S.hh.r!-AX.·,~'ERR 




'~RITl Ibdl3) KOO.Adc.KAV.KO 
113 F-ORf'JATI3H K=.Fil.4dl,-I.Fb.2.2H t,f-b,j.:\h Z)07X.5f-, I<.AV=.Flf'.S.4H KO= 
1.. FlO. S) 
j F I I I, I r I L • LT. 2) G C TO 13 
UO jfi7 1=1.1,1, 
387 k[ALJ[5.221) IR[I.J).J=l.hS) 
LJO jdl 1=1.i~f-, 



















,\3[, 21\=~l j*li2* A 
SK~Ll2A=b. *K3t'2A 
K 3G;;L=~ l: j of< *1\ 2 
1 KJli?A=j. ".jf 211 
lK",,211=Z.·f.,jf-\2A 
SKj"A2=6.' Kj"A2 
T K.jc~1\2=':." 1-<, 3[ /\L 
K2"2=KUc*c," 
r1K?~?=.:' -+ /' 2. \~' 
K.3r\.)=k.LJ~*J\j 
LJI'\..:,.'~j=2. *r j.\~( 
1\2L .. ~=KGO::::*L ,.. r, 
K21'2=KJ2"·, 
~1"'c.M2=. ::l*~'C.}I~ 
..J2,' =t'C' +-f, 
BT =M/3. 
L.ft c' =l'·")~ c:. 
... ,[ j=i ~, .. I._.J.. 
ll4 = • O'-t I,lL. 1 . 1 ~ t '- _, j - 2. 1 (' 0:' r <' (,;- .. L< ,.l" :' 
ll.3,~l='/.ct r I?02{ c f.r'~L~j-.{Ip:lr}2l~2q+'\..:.)" 
LC .. ><c = J. ut·!, ~'JGL L l t ... ~ jd?tl -. ('01 {'?4?4."- V"2/\ 
C(.:..1....:..l"l:' (:2()c02i ("r,.:~~12 
CC,2I',--'=t.;. lit ubl:6(n ... Ln .. 1\ ;I~P.? 
lC:r-,j=.U4[ (,lc'I?L .,,3:'3 
llC:::Kl=b. (Jh"iU(,6Lr· .. r<Jf- ?;'\-.1(-...524114H~*r\,1(1.?A 
Cc..~r:!I= .ldtl\~lL121 .. Kj'-'A2 
~C21=.2G2l2e~02of..2H2 
Cl<.2=." d4 C4 U404. f,2l3A 
CC 1,<1=0. 06UoU60L [,(,*K 3PA? 
CC 11~~'=2. OC: lJ2l·?U~L2 02*K j",' 
CC ll~j=. ()t 1 t.;c....:4 eli ... 14 *K.3l:2/\ 
lC 1 R·.=. c. I' Ibc"!24 L 4*K3'IA? 
(lI1=. '+ u4l14LJ4 04 ',,2H" 
CC12=.2CJ2L;~()202UL*-<'~ A2 
CCl.. l <l=<..U2u<.I.2U2u2H jA3 
CCGr'''=. u4()GI212L~*K~ ·,,2 
I\Uv'::.?J*K/ 
lee 1 = • 2 (12 L.:::: lJ 2 U;' 4 1,2 A 2 
CALL kLI\VAI-' 
CO f- = u • 2 ~ 34 • L I [, h • r . S ) • K 0 0 * I' / F r-. H 
JELC,J =s,,'n I I" 12.1 )-f. 11.1)) '+"+l I 2.1) **?) 
sur. ,,=0. \J 
l)(; :.;';: ..... =.::., I"S 
l>LL"2=.,,,r!1 I II 1;",,)-1.11.J) )**;;+712'0)"2) 
l [L" (0) =C Gf· • I', I 1 .0) • *2-1~ I 1 • 0-1 ) • *? Ji I nEL r_, 1 +C[ L 52 ) 
5U1'-~=SlJlv(J+LJEL(J I,,) 
S82 UEL::'I=UI:.LS2 
wIUTE.l6.:'U3) sur'\.. IOELQIJ) .0=?NS) 
~il.3 f-ORrtATIl~1 "I:.EI'A(;'E "ATE =.F1U..3d0F10.3./.415X.l;>~1003)) 
1"1=1 
'<2=10 
7 IFlrt2 .GT. ,.S) rt2=,V, 
~llIT[[6d03) 
1U3 FOfif/ ATI1Hl.24H ThE I( AND Z COORLJINATES) 




IDS FOkl'AT I 111 • H:FB03) 
IF[1'2 .EQ. NS) GO TO B 
~1=f'J.l+16 
M2=rt2+IL 
GO TO 7 
8 IFIPUI\H .Ll •• Ull GO TI) 1 
00 <j I=ld,H 
00 10 J= 1 .I\S 
IIHIJ)=1UO"I-<II.~)+.5 
10 IllIJ)=100"l<I.~)+.S 
wRIH 17d1J 1j} [IJr.IJ).J=ld,c,) 
~llJflI7d[)4) <IILL.;) • ...;=1.';S) 
Y lUI.rrn,L 
1U4 1-01 . '11 I lid::,) 
IJU J C 1 
g(l STU" 
Ef\'L 
II, f-Ol{ XYl( .r" 
:,IJlJI,CL TIl" HLKVf\f. 
I' t.. JI L K v , )" rI , ~ ~ , r~ (JL , K 0 j , \. l~ I! , r, \,.)I-:r' , K ~ n.5 , L' .3 ~l? fI , /< :3 n tL 2 , K 2n 2 , j( :~ (\;. , ~ c ~~ 1\ , !r 2Ac.:, KL-.5, kt, J 
,EAL LlI',,) 
lGi~(.,r, '" n(~.L,::'Cl)'L ([)U,;~f)) ,r.",:>, 
. ~)..: ,: r.J' lilT 1 L , .... , I ,t, I r , I j~ ,.'. ! J 
r"J'r-.;"~)(\"'KL('TKi "Jt\! rl'< ',AC,I\ 
,Ll\j!~:-,,.: 3£';::;-" Sf-. ~ ,'2A, BT. r,,~:' 
rKc.l.)c'K~r~,-'t.'L.JK3r ,:-\'2., ~,i<..~'f'?'~lt<. 
C ~.,:, ~ , l C C-" r '..:. c c- , C L ) If , \~ C 2 1 , C 
,(C u t'1 ,C\.., r\,2,i( ... 'C:_,-l,~C{'::Fl 
1 :,'::'.I~) 
) =1'/11 
, ... Si- ='. ~'" 
:.~'::;=i~ ~..; 




,~i\",J-' S'G'('l,!=-';r('Pl'if,,'\.'C.,~·I-;, 'C,'I, 
, i' •• n:->?, It?, ,'I, 
K. C?, L-: (":3, I , t~ 
,1 1/ J,,'J/\, ", 31--' 
;-:,11<. " rl n,;', KH 
2, r 1 J 1" \... l)' 
~\'~'( '-:.J, l,3,Krf- I ,K(\':!!,L<3 fI 3 
(, , ~ ,K '-~ l; t\? , T f/ -:r. r' f' ;- , I- ~!.-: 2 , 
.Cl4.CC:;.c>I.CCj··.o.Cr31. 
.CCI P j.CCl"L.C< 11.eC12 
~ 
I.a. 
CC:'i tid ,··.~,:d/f 1'1' 
IF [l.UIL .CT. l) GU TO 
L01v=1,~,S 
L(l,J)=Q.[; 
.< (1,1 ) =LJ. (1 
lJU L l:::~ d.t 
f, (I rl):.U. L' 
? Z[1,I,S)=L[I-1,r..S)+CC 
L C' 3 ,j::l, I.~·· 
Zl;=L (I,,·. w) 
l U =. ~ * (1. - (f-ll'ln [,,-1 ) IFI C,) ~ *2) *ZD 
GO .j 1=<' 01.1' 
f-Al.::; L.J·\T [1-1 )/f I.r. 
L (1,....;) = lLU+LI.F* (.i .-F- f,() ..... 2) 1",...1\( 
;.sr"i,=r.~ 
KKf,=I' 
1 F ( r- /\ 1", G T.. 1.~)} '3 J TOn 1 
i ISI ... =r~S 
"ll'w(~' III (k(l.v) ,J=l.~.'o) 
1,t.MIJ('" III \I':U r.-.I) ,,)=ld.S) 
r. l/\ J \ :, • III (" ( 1 • I, S) .r = 2 or·, f"~' ) 
c:ll f-(JI·': T (,," lu.:') 
61 10 4 ..... '=Ltf.S'.r 
H ["S~,:, .fe;. ~·,S,") GO TI) ",2 
, (1. v ) = '0 ~ r·, 1 [1< ( 1 • v-I) * * ? + " • >I ( l ( 2 • -.I ) -l. ( 1 • J) ) ) 
1,I{'I~\,JJ=SC.hT(I«~'~I.J-l )**2+;).*(ZltT~,,J)-7(riH~.',J») 
0;' 1'1 =" (1. w) 
L,If-=hk-I'(I,H.-.I) 
~:O 4 1=..:.1"" 
4 K(I.J)=,(f<-[;IF*(F'LO"T(I-I)/FI,H)**? 
IF' (Kr,K .lC. c) Cov T(, 5 
"G=G 
l.O 74 r(= 1.r.G 
~~O 17 I=2,r,I,r, 
Z(I,I)=.">I(I.([+I,I)+I.(I-l,I» 
UJ 77 -.I=2.~.'o~· 
111;'='« I.J) **;:. 
I. T:' • ~ I [ 1 • + H T 2 ) * ( L ( 1+ 1 • -.I ) + Z I 1- 1 • -.I ) + H T 2 * ( Z ( I , J + 1 ) + Z ( I • J-l ) ) + • 5 * ( Z ( 1+ 
'f 1. u) -2 ( 1-1 • J) ) * (L ( I • -.I + 1) -Z ( I • J-1) ) ) 
77 L(I.-.I)=L(I.-.I)+v.*llT-Z(I.-.I») 
74 CGI, T IhUt. 
Kr(t\=,~ 
loU fa 01 
107 f-Okr-t·I\T (11-1 ,16F5 • .o) 
~ I,CGu'iT=u 
lJO oj 1=1, ~y 
63 LC \ I) =L ( I ,1) 
HH=.'1*rl 
10 5UI:=O.O 
I,C001, T=I,CCurn + 1 
IF' \,"COlr·.CCl.;:n. IU .GT. 0) GO TO jl 
il~::II.HLJ/2 
c.,, \ = ." I. [ <' , II - 1. * I. ( j • 1l + • 3 j 3 333 j 3 * I. ( 4 , 1) 
,--",1= .*L(2,2)-I. *Zl3.2H.jj33333j*l[1l.2) 
:-"2= "L(203)-J. *L(3.3l+,jj3:'33?l.L(Q.') 
h (1, ) ='olor f [(Uric, IJRll1K,') 
~O 9 ,J=..),i.S. 
'"',= ..... +-1 
I "J = :3 •• i [~ , ,\ ) - 1 • :... >I " ( ;; • K )+ • j j? 333 :'i :3" I. ( 4 , K ) 
[·lL"= 1. :Jc<)~.o_' 33j. (JI, 1-1 ,)i~2) -. "f'33j~3j3* ([)f.'O+OH:) 
H [1,-.1)='0:.11 [I (1 'v-ll **2+LCLL/KII) 
lJ!.:C=l)I':l 
,;1' l=l '--2 
(,,,,,::L"..! 
I : = t\ ";'" ( .; + L' ,1" ( L ( 1 , I , S,~ ) t L ( 1 , r \ :., ) ) ) 
l·i,=',',I'T(I·:(1.~,,~ ). *,:'-1 (LJf:l+Ci-\2)1") 
Ill,' C,) =i{l 
L r' v = 1 • '-' .:.. ~ .:. .5 j ~~ ... /. ( f·, 1-1, ) - ... 2 ( r,. H rv , 1 ) + 1 • ["~ ,.. 1 l r ~J~', 1 ) - • 3333 j 3 3 '%, * Z ( ! J I 13 , 1 ) 
:')I.'l=~.--~.3:-;~.3j.'-.(.!-~. )- .1<Z(!'jr'r-.',2.)+1.l.,*!(~I~?,?)-.13j.3333~iZ(:',I''i,2) 
1.I'c:=I."~!3j33*L[,.f·, )- "Z(I.IW.j)+I.">lZ[rf·c'.3)-.~=33.~33:;tZ[:. '.',3) 
1- = 0 " + ", .' * [ ! (I I', I ) + /. I f· ?» 
hH\.J::: (lj!~\J+ll\l) II 
IF(~\I<G .GT. I.'.,') ....,' Ie ~~n2 
1'.0,--=", 
... r:l Tr (r", ':1 'J) !"JOC, /'I. (\... 
.:.1,: t-Gil"·I~\T(~.f-: I,U(='I~,51, AI1'G='''''1~).tl,II) 
fq;",'=. Ul 
juc. ,(1.1- ,2)-~·_.J' i (A!J(-) 
11 ,-,= " '.)' 
1\=,- + 1 
l.] r-<.:.: = 1 •. ~ .".5~: -.:;:, +' £ (i ' , ... ) _ ~ • -f! ( .,,'J, t\ ) + 1 • ( ~ / ( ,) _ • "'1 ' 7. 't "l. 7. -:z ( .. " ( 
C E. L L = 1 • ,) ;.3,,: .... ,7 7: '::" l.; , 1 +- r_: ~.I ;..- ) _ • , ).: .~.s.~ j ~ -t ( I; r +: J) 
t:':::, r1 -+ ~ " r ' .. ( / (! ~ ,-:-= 1 ) .. Tf' J f , J) ) 
,,\kL>= (" ,..;-]) ~..t:~tf-":::""l. Ii-> 
If- (!\ G • 1. (I .l/) GU r(; 51: ... 
NO,-= 






t-' = 1\ A -+ t t'\ l i {L {f H, j ,~ '. } + L ( r j ~ , r, r) ) ) 
AR,--=" (",1-1, r.,,':) **2~ (IY 1 +1)1',,) II' 




j06 1-n=SG:Hl (AI,,,) 
k(l~rl'~;S)=j.'T 
~ ~. , ..( ) 
Lf~l=l. ~":j=-~'::'.l(I,H,r _)-'.1/(~j'~,~-.J~·,~}+1.~~*1(r!fl,rI52)-.3333-':33j*;:(I~, 
L:,Sj) 
Cifil=l. tL.)33j':j*t!.. {, f-1j1.', i\JS) -j •• L (f>JHw, r·JS~f) + 1. ~t:Z (',;~'\', "IS?) -. 3j.~33j)j*Z 
1- (r'Jll:J , NSJ) 
I =r ~t·.::l 
V k <' = J • ".: J 3 3 :3 3 * L ( 1 • : . :, ) - j • * I. ( 1 • ' I S ,OJ ) + 1 • ') * L \ J • ~ .''';' ) - • j 3 3:3 ~ 3 3 ~ * Z ( 1 , I~ '03 ) 
U f L .... = ( • c::: \1 1 ~1, _1, :3 3 3': ::+ L: 1 C + • 3,) 3 3::3 3,~ : * [] H 1 - • (J 4 1 f' ( f. b f 7 * ( t· ? ) .. ( v, A + ~ K b i { I ( ,. 1-1, 
1'[·,5) +L \ :,1,· ". ,) ) ) 
"(["'i., .,,'0)='<1. [1.+ut:L{)/( 1.-l,ELl) 
12 ,,=1-1 
DR.)=I.d3j3jjj*L(1< 'NS)-3.*1[K,NSr-)+1.~*l.(' ",'o2)-.33333333*Z[~.r·J<;3) 
W:.LL= ( • 2700jj33* [r)Rl +OH2) -. L20A3j33* (f"R0+[]R:') ) * (KA+HK!H \7 (I + 1, 'JS) + 
'];Z (I. r:s) ) ) 





1F( 1 .(;T. 1) GO TO 12 
LlEL<'=.2!J* (CRl+L;R;') * (KA+HKH*I. [2,NS) 
R H tl = R ( 2 It, '0 ) 0 ( 1 • U + U E L Z ) I ( 1 • - 0 f L Z ) 
lKR=. ~* (RHb-kH) 
ERk=Ef!IU (fWH-RT) 
JO 14 1=2r1,Hr-t: 
14 R(I.I.S)=R(I.HS)-ERi<*(R(I.NS)-RTl 
lENTERLrr,E. 












CZj= (CC3K 1 *Z?-CC 3R2) *,' T ?-Clj 1 *<,(,1 
CZ;,= [CC2H 1 * 1.2-llcR 2+lC 2".3 * iT 2 2-C C <'H'I ) * h: T 2+ (CC? 1 * Z2-CC2 <' ) • L(":-Il~." 
CLl= [( Cllfd-CClh4) */2-lCI P ,:'+CCIR30ZT22) oFT?+ (Z2*CCII-CCI?) 'Ll~J-'JKII 
1+Kt,*/lj 
cze= (C.Lui< I 0?2+l(( :' "* 2T22) *1112+ (-Ki'",. ZU'+CCU 1* Z?) *ZU'+K n*71~. 
~L:'l~4*~14+Cij'll:'lI2'ZT<'+lil*/T+110 
,If- t: =4. "L.l ... :+ l1 ~+.:.. -.:Ci· j*LT ?+c. "CZ2:+. ZT foC/l 
"Hl=Fi/:J'L 
I.T=LT-~j~ 1 
I.Cl =, ,c. 1+1 
IF[/\·'.[JHl) .'.'1 •• u'JrQl .M '. f.rT .LT. ](» '" 1'1 '':I 
'oU r,=",-- + [(T-< _ (i» .*? 
if lil ." T ... ) iT:::,-
~ \ 1 • 1 ) = 1 • [' 1 i' 1 (, 101 r' 1 0 IT - • : '1 U I: \ [) IrlJ • ~ c' 
LC[ll=!T 
ClNT"i,L I'G',TI.)' 
7jj LO ),' .... ::./,; 
,.e. ,I 
IT (I. ~) 
'·:T (I, ..... ) 




In 3=HT "I', r.e' 
rn!.t=}) T *h r -" 
Ll~=ITl-LT 
LT3=ZT"lT;' 
L T L+ = ;: 1 .. L T ~<. 
r)=I\U1 ("\+t l */l) 
~J2:;fJ.fJ 
P.3=P*PC-
1\24::1--,( 1, v" 1 ) +Id 1 , J-J ) 
1~24r"l=r,: <I , ,-I t 1 ) -t~ <1, J-1) 
kl.3 =:R(l~l,J)+P(l-l,-..) 
f~ 1 .3 Iv' = ,.; l 1 ~ 1 , J ) -I: ( I - 1 , -..) ) 
tQLt lvi2= • C' 'J* ~ 2L~~'*kL.4'':, 
IU 3rJ.;? = • L. ')*'-.( 1 j~. I' 1')'v' 






L13i'~C:'=. 2~ *'13r·h/l j;j, 
L1.J2'-+=Ll_W·!24~" 
C r, i+ = L .t- f-1 j 
CI< j=f J ,3 *i~24 
U{2=-f'*KUHll*P 13t24+f',:HP?Q,:c-2. H' 
cr~l=f).Hlj 
F- I~ ::. C , .: 4 "''' T Lt - C I <H t~ 1 j - C f~ 2 :+: i ) T c - C i ~ 1 Hn HJ * f~ 13M ;> 
Cl4=UK 3u j* t{ T c 
CZ3= (KjL',3*L~)4-SKjU2A) *In;' 
Clc:= ( T rdI32{\*724-SKJI ;A2) ",Pl 2 + K3fU*L24r~?-DK H+HK2H2*L 1 324 
CZ 1= ( T K3i3A2 *L24-LJKjI\3) *In 2 +DK3H2A*L2 1tM2+K 11* Z 1 3-l!KA+K?r~A* Z 1324 
~L=-CZ4*ZT4+CZ3*L13"CZ2*lT2+CZl*lT+K3A3*RT2*124+K3HA2*7?4M2-K8* 
':bZ1jrv,2+KA*L 13+HK?1'12*/1324 
UF 1\1<= i+ • * CI~ 14 *In j-j. *c I~ 3 *h'T2-2 • *CP2'Hn-rR 1 




[1f- LR=DK()3*IH * ( (L'T *ZT2+t~?I\*ZT+RA2) *Z24Z03+A3*Z24Z0) 
UFLL=-4.*CL4*lT3+3.*CZ3*ZT2+2.*CZ2*ZT+CZl 
UE 'I =UFkf< *Df- Zl-UFkZ*UF-I..I< 





I F (fl L3 S ( L) 1 F- 2) • G 1. A [' IF) A 0 1 f- = A U S ( IJ I F 2 ) 
~JC 1 =iKT + 1 
IF(AOlf-' .Gl •• OUUOI .AND. rKT .IT. 10) GO TO 40 
UIF1=RT-f.J( I ,-..) 
OIf-2=LT-Z(I,-..) 
SUM=SUM+UIF-1*Ulf-1+0IF-2*OIF2 
R ( 1 , J ) = 1\ ( I , J ) + V~ * U I F 1 
jO l(I,~)=l(I'-")+W*~IF2 
281 f-ORMAT(4H lC=,16~8.3) 
1 0 5 FOR ~ A T ( tl H r K 0 LJ I'n = ,I!:) , 9 H SUM -1< + Z = , F 1 5 • 5 ) 
IF(5UM .Gl. lOOUL.) GO TO g9 
IF(~OU(~COUNT,NRIT) .GT. 0) GO TO 16 
WRIH,(6r105) NCOUNT,SUM 
DO 18 I=l,NH 
18 WI-< II t: UH 107) (I~ ( 1 , J) , J= 1, NS) 
00 19 l=l,NH 
19 WRIT[(6d07) (Z(l,J),J=I,NS) 
16 IF(SU~ .GT. ERS .AND. ~COUNT .IT. MAX) GO TO 10 
WRITF (h,10~) NCOGNT,SU~ 
IF (SUf'.' .GT. l().*LRI~) PUWI =[).o 
99 HE.. TUkN 
U~l.J 
XOT fJCJt~UKA 
31 27 I~O 0 2 170 1.6 .0001 
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